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Abstract 

Teaching and Learning Human Rights: 

Maltese Teachers' and Students' Perspectives 

This research project is concerned with the teaching and learning of human 

rights. It provides an insight into the official and formal efforts that support 

human rights education in Malta and critically reflects and discusses students' 

and teachers' own understandings of human rights education. The first stages of 

this study trace back human rights education as it has developed within the local 

Maltese context bringing to light formal attempts at introducing human rights 

awareness in schools. An exploration of the important texts and documents such 

as syllabi, locally published school text books and official letter circulars as well 

as international documents about human rights education provide an account of 

historical socio-cultural settings through which teachers and students' 

perspectives of human rights education can be understood. The research also 

focuses on the development of human rights education in the West through an 

overview of important literature related to the area of study. It discusses notions 

of human rights education as well as the particular teaching methods proposed in 

a critical manner so as to highlight their particular constructions within 

prevalently westernized norms and values. This discussion underlines the 

complexities of human rights teaching and learning that seek to educate students 

into human rights through the very same right of children to have quality 

education; one that does not simply inform students of their rights. The 

outcomes of the conversations with teachers and questionnaires for students are 

presented to further the debate about human rights education through teachers 

and students own voices. In general, participants' responses are a reflection of 

human rights education which focuses more on creating awareness and 

imparting knowledge of human rights· rather than encouraging questioning, 

problematization and critical engagement of human rights., This study argues for 

an enhanced critical approach to human rights through an education that 

provides engaging teaching and learning experiences. 

Rita Gauci 

M.Ed (Educational Research) 

September 2009 
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Introduction 



Introduction 

In a Europe reemerging after Second World War and the Nazi holocaust, the 

protection of human rights came to symbolize the culmination of a civilized 

Western world. 'The spirit of "Never again" (Lohrenscheit, 2006:17) 

dominated, on one hand invoking the establishment of the UN in 1945 and the 

enforcement of trials for the crimes committed within the concentration camps 

and on the other directing a general movement towards the promotion of human 

rights. Human rights were transformed from a reflection of equality into the 

symbol of legal righteousness. Governments worldwide were urged to protect 

and promote the rights of the individual as established by the 1948 United 

Nations Declaration of Human Rights and later by the 1950 European 

Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. 

Even more significant was the European reaffirmation of such rights as being 

legally binding and backed by a Court of human rights (1950). 

Yet legal efforts do not necessarily change people's way of perceiving 

themselves. As UNESCO's constitution declares 'since wars begin in the minds 

of men, it is in the minds of men that the defenses of peace must be constructed' 

(UNESCO, 2006: 1 ). This clearly underlies the important role of education in 

guaranteeing 'the dissemination of human rights values to 'new generations' 

through educational activities' (EMHRN 2008:6). It also accentuates the 

capacity of education in strengthening the implementation of human rights and 

particularly in promoting a form of human rights education 

'not only for disseminating human rights culture in general 
but also in the context of current political and cultural reform 
as well as social advancement.' 

(EMHRN 2008:6) 

This study traces the education of human rights in Malta and takes up the task 

of exploring the pedagogical aspects of formal education in human rights. In 

Malta, studies concentrating on human rights education are few. The masters 

dissertation by Gravina (1990) "Human rights teaching in Secondary Schools" 
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is the earliest, consisting of a philosophical study of human rights education 

and presenting ways through which human rights education could be 

implemented through fonnal teaching, the hidden curriculum and extra 

curricular activities (Gravina, 1990:27). Other more recent undergraduate 

dissertations focus on Human rights and religious education (Buhagiar, 1997, 

Goldberg, 2002), English Literature and Human Rights (Ellul Galea 1999) and 

the integration of Human Rights in Primary Schools (Caruana 1995). 

All these dissertations are mostly concerned with the rational behind the 

development of human rights education, including a discussion of subject 

content and suggesting methodological approaches to human rights teaching in 

particular areas. This research is also concerned with the teaching and learning 

of human rights however it attempts to locate 

• In what ways did human rights education develop in Malta? 

• What structures supported its implementation? 

• What teaching approaches and pedagogies are relevant to a critical 

development of human rights education? 

In doing so, this research does not only refer to the documents and literature 

related to human rights education in general but in line with the aims of 

educational research, it tries to widen understanding of the impact of human 

rights education by giving a voice to respondents participating in study. Using 

interviews and questionnaires which were simultaneously collected at the end 

of the scholastic year 2007-2008, it seeks to speak with teachers who teach 

human rights as part of European Studies at Form 4 level and to explore the 

perspectives of two groups of Form 4 students related to their experience of 

learning human rights. Teachers' sample used in this study includes all the 

teachers that teach European studies in participating Junior Lyceums. 

Students' sample consist of Junior Lyceum students at Form 4 level who 

experience the learning of human rights as part of their optional subject, 

European studies and a randomly selected group of Form 4 students attending 

the same schools as those taking the option. 
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In the first chapter, this study presents background knowledge of how human 

rights education has developed within the local Maltese educational contexts. 

Using historical research methodology, and the accentuated need for the use of 

primary sources, this research looks at Education Department correspondence 

circulars to try to bring to light attempts at including some form of human 

rights education in Maltese schools. It also looks at important references to 

human rights education in official school social sciences syllabi (Social studies, 

History and European studies), and in locally published school text books 

which are often linked to curricular content to be covered at school. In general, 

local human rights education focused more on creating an awareness of human 

rights rather than encouraging a critical engagement of human rights. 

The second chapter includes a critical review of the role of official bodies like 

United Nations, Council of Europe and non-Governmental Organizations in 

promoting human rights education. The importance of controversial debates 

about human rights and critical approaches to the understanding of human 

rights is discussed. It identifies the critical approach towards human rights 

taken namely by child, feminist and race theorists and discusses the 

implications of such discussions on human rights education. This chapter also 

focuses on the Maltese Government's approaches to locally implement human 

rights education and to satisfy the rights of the child to such education. 

The Maltese government identifies 'Social studies, European studies, History 

and Personal and Social Education' (UNHCHR, 2003) as the subjects 

responsible for human rights teaching. This study however concentrates 

mainly on European studies. As a teacher teaching this subject in a local 

secondary school, a Junior Lyceum, for the last five years I have become more 

aware of the issues thnt nre relnterl to h11mnn ri3hts nnrl their tenching. I stnrted 

to critically reflect on my usual taken for granted aims in teaching human rights 

in particular and became intrigued by how other teachers perceive and 

experience their work as educators of and into human rights. 

• What do other European Studies teachers understand by human rights 

education? 
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• What is their own vision of the notion of human rights is? 

• What do they perceive as educational in the teaching and learning of 

human rights in Malta? 

As a teacher I have a good perception of the meanings my students give to 

human rights. However I became interested in the experiences of other 

students beyond my class and school. A questionnaire was designed to get 

most responses from European studies students in local Junior Lyceums where 

the choice of this option is available. This questionnaire was set to explore: 

• What is European studies students' idea of human rights? 

• Do students see Human Rights as relevant to their own life experiences 

and to those of their community? 

• Do students see rights as laws which go hand in hand with our local 

Maltese values and customs (OHCHR, 2003), protecting individuals 

within our state? 

• Do students consider it beneficial that human rights in Europe are 

enforceable by law in all European countries members of the Council of 

Europe? 

• Do students consider the learning of human rights as an educational 

right? 

• Is there a difference in the meaning given to human rights by those who 

study them as part of their option studies and those who come in contact 

with this issue as part of their general studies? 

My desire to converse with other European Studies teachers as well as my 

curiosity about other students understandings of human rights education 

coincided with one of the main requirements of the course of study in 

Educational Research which is the use of mixed research methodology of data 

collection. A mixed method could realize my political and ethical commitment 

to voice the ideas of teachers and students about human rights and their 

teaching and learning and the need to generate debate and critical reflection 

through the data gathered itself. Chapter 3 concentrates on these 
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methodological aspects to discuss the choice of semi-structured interviews as a 

tool for qualitative research and questionnaires as a resource for quantitative 

data collection. This chapter also discusses educational aspects involved in this 

study and refers to ethical considerations necessary for the study as ethics play 

a key role in any type of research and the issue of ethics has a lot to do with 

rights. A summarised evaluation of data collected from teachers and students is 

included within this chapter. 

The final chapter discusses issues that emerge from the data collected. Such 

discussion is intended to provide an insight into the interaction between official 

effort and classroom realities. It also makes claims for an enhanced critical 

approach to human rights and the teaching of human rights. Students at Form 

Four level are highly aware of both the importance of human rights and human 

rights education irrespective of gender or option. However they are more 

concerned on their individual rights rather than collective rights. This is a 

reflection of teaching methods that are highly effective in imparting knowledge 

of human rights but lack questioning and problematization. Whilst 

acknowledging some of the limitations of this study and the requirement of 

further research, this chapter highlights the need for a change in the way human 

rights are taught. 
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Chapter 1 

Educational efforts in promoting human rights education in Malta 

This chapter discusses official attempts at promoting awareness of human 

rights in Malta. It identifies "educational" provisions made since 1948 by the 

local educational system to formally address the teaching and learning of 

human rights. My initial effort at tracing evidence of human rights education 

was based on a search for school syllabi that incorporated human rights as part 

of the programme of study. School syllabi provide a good source for exploring 

the educational progression in the teaching of human rights in Malta. I have 

used them to reconstruct the milestones in the local educational endeavour. 

Although syllabi do not indicate what actually happened in the classroom, they 

can help in creating a reliable and trustworthy picture of formal efforts to 

provide a context from which the later chapters related to students' and 

teachers' perspectives of human rights can be read. 

The 1986 Social Studies syllabus was the earliest printed syllabus referring 

directly to human rights, indicated as a topic of study designed for Form 5 

(Education Division Syllabus, 1986:77). This syllabus also indicates the main 

text books to be used with the syllabus; Bis-Sahha ta' Xulxin, Marbutin 

Flimkien and Ir-Republika Taghna (Mintoff, 1975). Ir-Republika Taghna 

(Mintoff, 1975) and text books that were published later, Madwar is-Socjeta: 

Nati fl-Istudji Socjali (Masini, 1987) and Introducing Social Studies 

(Baldacchino 1988) defined human rights, gave some detail of the development 

of human rights declarations and pinpointed at rights supported by such 

declarations. These text books only seem to target the development of 

students' nwnreness of humnn rights <rnd revenl no nttempt whntsoever to 

encourage exploration. Yet, one cannot exclude the possibility of teachers 

using textbooks as a starting point to explore other pedagogical practices. 

The need to find evidence of any local endeavours in the promotion of human 

rights teaching closer to the 1948 Universal declaration of Human Rights led 

me to a search into Education Division (see Appendix 1) correspondence 
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circulars (see Appendix 2 for a selection of circulars), as primary sources of 

evidence. In Malta, the use of education circulars goes back to the British 

colonial period. Circulars were established during Canon Pullicino's 'three 

decades' (Sultana, 2001 :80) in office and were intended as a communicative 

tool between the education division and schools. The practice of sending letter 

circulars never died and today they are still a principal means of top down 

instruction to heads of schools and teachers. 

1.1 Practices of commemoration 

An analysis of letter circulars for schools issued within the post-war period 

1948 and 1955 indicate no references to human rights. The first letter circular 

to mention to Human rights (circular 80/56) was issued on l 91
h October 1956, 

instructing schools to commemorate UN day through a short talk on UNO. 

This particular instruction indicated history teachers as those responsible for 

passing on information about the UNO to a large audience during assembly 

activities. Notes to be dictated were provided through a second circular issued 

on the subsequent day (circular 81/56). These notes do not speak directly of 

human rights, but identify UNESCO as a contributor to "human rights and 

fundamental freedoms which are affirmed for the peoples of the world, without 

distinction of race, sex, language or religion, by the Charter of the United 

Nations" (circular 81/56:2). The same procedure was repeated in 1957 

(circular 94/57) in commemoration of the same occasion. Dictation methods 

not only strengthened but also reinforced the reproductive top-down trend 

through which commands from the education division were executed. It is 

clear that such methods left a lot to be desired where freedom of expression is 

concerned and allowed little if any sense of pedagogical exploration or 

initiatives encouraging questioning hy teachers an<l stucients. 

During the 70s, instructions to celebrate human rights in schools were rare. 

However one can perceive a marked change both in reference and approach to 

human rights. Human rights are no longer treated as if they belong to 

organizations such as UN but as something that needs attention within its own 

right. Besides being given instructions to commemorate the 25111 and 301
h 
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anniversary of the Declaration of Human Rights (circulars 160/73 and 61/78), 

schools were allowed a degree of freedom in the manner in which the events 

were celebrated. This perceived degree of freedom can be however questioned, 

since schools were asked to notify the education department of the activities 

organized (circular 61/78). Such demand for evidence of activities through 

reports by the school is even evident in the 21 st century highlighting 

surveillance, authority and control by the education division (see Appendix 2). 

Commemoration of special days through educational messages established 

itself in Malta during colonial rule. Commonwealth day was constantly 

remembered through educational messages sent by the British queen. In the 

late 80s, coinciding with the political changes that were taking place over 

Europe and with the fall of communism, this method of celebration was 

reassigned to commemoration of other events including particular days 

identified by the United Nations such as Human Rights day (lOth December) 

(circulars 157/87, 193/88, 277/88, 142/93, SILC 81/01, SILC 121103). This 

method of educational commemoration of human rights depended on the 

specific importance given by the incumbent Ministers of education or by a 

particular education officer. . Eventually, it gave way to schools being 

encouraged to develop their own reflective messages and to organize extra 

curricular activities directly related to human rights (DCM 42/2001, SILC 

103/07, DCM 88/2005, DCM 112/2006, DCM 149/2007) or to related themes 

such as peace and non-violence (SILC 6/97, SILC 2/2000, SILC 02/03, SILC 

04104, SILC 171/06), holocaust memorial (SILC 10/06, SILC 08/07), women 

(SILC43/07) and children (SILC 184/05, SILC 185/05). 

The idea of democratic citizenship had also left its mark by the mid 2000s 

(Grech, 2005). Schools were provided with a Democratic Citizenship and 

Human Rights calendar that encouraged schools to 'Think globally, act locally' 

(SILC 188/06, SILC 103/07). The calendar attached with the circular identified 

commemorative events and celebration dates, conferred background 

information and the main focus of theme as well as internet web sites that 

would help the school in organizing celebrations. Circulars also give evidence 

of a drive to exploit human rights in order to ascertain a more inter-curricular 
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approach. Circulars SICL6/97 and SICL 2/2000 reminded schools of the UN's 

Human Rights Decade and the need for all teachers to include a human rights 

dimension within their lessons, irrespective of the subject taught. On a positive 

note, this constant position of the Education Division in reminding schools to 

commemorate human rights points towards the importance this department 

gave to the promotion of human rights. On the other hand, circulars highlight 

the importance of external pressures, coming mainly from the UN, to 

encourage this form of education within schools. It also points to a lack of 

belief in teachers' initiatives to teach about and for human rights without the 

need for external pressures, a position possibly accentuated through the 

occasional demand for evidence of activities. 

1.2 Projects and a competitive element in Human Rights education 

More informal but definitely more teacher and student friendly initiatives 

towards human rights education were school projects and competitions. 

Participation in such projects was left to schools' particular initiatives thus 

giving schools a degree of freedom. Moreover, participation celebrates the role 

of students in achieving success while putting at the background the function of 

the teachers. In most cases, one can identify official bodies like the UN and 

Council of Europe behind initiatives taken to encourage student participation, 

as is the case of Maltese schools' participation in UNESCOs' associated school 

project (ASP). The first circular referring to participation in this school project 

goes back to 1969 (circular 142/69); however a 1991 circular (circular 120/91) 

identifies 1953 as the year when the UNESCO school project was established 

in Malta. 

These, initintivcs to further involve students in human rights activities can be 

described as more educative rather than informational. Apart from identifying 

themes of study related to human rights (circulars 232/70, 120/71, 138/82, 2/85, 

72/86), these projects were also a source through which official bodies like the 

UNESCO and local NGOs promoted innovative ideas into schools. For 

example, in 1998 (circular 118/88), schools were encouraged to participate in 

an ASP Human Rights exhibition through photographs. Commemoration of 
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the fiftieth Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (DCM 

40/98 Parts I & II) and an Internet Award Scheme aimed at establishing 'a net 

of school partnership to work on themes of common European interest' (SILC 

140/04) promoted Internet use. 

A competitive spirit was often included within such projects to further 

encourage participation. Essay competitions with human rights related themes 

were frequently held. An essay competition held in 1966, by the Moviment 

Azzjoni Socjali (M.A.S.) (a social catholic movement which today would be 

regarded as a local campaign group), was the first to focus on rights and duties 

as part of the Catholic Social Principles (circular 128/66). As an organization, 

M.A.S. held other essay competitions on principles very closely related to 

human rights such as justice, workers' rights (circular 33/71) and respect for 

human dignity (circular 15/72). References to such competitions are interesting 

because they point towards the power of the Catholic movement to penetrate 

schools at a time when the political-religious conflict in Malta was at its peak. 

At the same time, these competitions reinforce the idea that human rights were 

in line with the Catholic way of thinking. 

Choice of subject matter, of both projects and competitions clearly did not lie in 

the hands of students but by those outside schools proposing the 

project/competition. Thus, human rights themes identified can be considered as 

a reflection of time and a mirror of the importance particular rights were given 

at that point of time. Themes focused upon in the late 80s and 90s were close 

to those proposed by MAS (cited above) in the late 60s and early 70s (circulars 

16/88, 22/89, 35/92, 21/97). During the 90s and the early 2000, competitions 

focused on issues such as slavery (SILC 93/03), tolerance (SILC 31/04), and 

rights of the child (SILC 78/06). 

1.3 Formal teaching 

Before 1968, no circular gives evidence of any support towards focused 

teaching on human rights. Circular 8/68 informed schools of the setting up of a 

committee to organize celebrations of Human Rights Year. Later, schools were 
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informed that a Conference on Public Education (circular 237/68) had 

identified education as the tool to encourage respect for human rights and 

identified curricular subjects like geography, history, civic and moral 

instruction (circular 237/68: 3/4), co-curricular and extra curricular activities 

(circular 237/68: 5) as tools for the promotion of human rights. Except on 

singular occasions, circulars rarely served as a tool for informing teachers about 

syllabus content. (Prior to the development of an education division website 

that includes all school syllabi, syllabi were usually sent to heads of schools 

who were in tum responsible for updating teachers.) 

Circulars however give an insight into the subjects regarded responsible for 

teaching human rights. In the absence of Human Rights education as a subject, 

Social Studies (circular 55/72, 77/94, DCM 86/2007), Environmental studies 

(circular DCM 86/2007), European Studies (circulars DCM 99/2005, DCM 

103/2006) (see Appendix 3) and PSD (Personal Social Development) (circular 

DCM 87/2007) became responsible for projecting human rights ideals. This 

reveals a highly academic approach to the teaching of rights with the exception 

of PSD, which contributes towards a more practical approach to the 

transmission of knowledge based mainly on discussion (Education Division, 

2009). 

1.4 Training teachers for human rights 

A communication from UN's secretary general in 1969 brought to teachers' 

attention the need to teach about structure and activities of UN in 'particular 

reference to human rights ... the training of teaching staff ... progressive 

instruction ... in curricula' (circular 110/69). Today, the responsibility for 

teacher training falls in the hands of the Faculty of Rducation however, in

service training of practicing teachers falls under the responsibility of the 

department of education. Until late 1990s however, little seems to have been 

done towards the education of practising teachers except for providing the 

possibility to attend an international course in civics and European Citizenship 

(circular 29/69) and a voluntary seminar on citizenship education (circular 

3/77). It was only then that in-service courses were organized to address 
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human rights and implications for the child and curriculum (circulars 77194, 

12/96). After 1998, the trend to include in-service course titles within 

department's circulars ceases. Circulars were only issued to inform schools of 

the availability of In-service Course Catalogues. 

The 90s and the early years of the 2000 presented several opportunities for 

Maltese senior education public officers and teachers to participate in training 

sessions for trainers held outside the country. Senior officers were invited to 

participate in short courses held by the French Ecole Nationale d'Aministration 

addressing the protection of human rights (DF A 30/2003, DF A 32/2004). In 

2006, European workshops about 'Exercising the children's rights m 

kindergarten' and 'The Holocaust; History and memory' organized in Slovenia 

and Croatia respectively were intended for educating European directors, 

assistant directors and education officers (DCM 65/2006). 

1994 marks the first reference in circulars to overseas training opportunities in 

the field of human rights for Maltese teachers. Teachers were given the chance 

to apply for the Robert Schuman scholarship (Educ. Circular 91/94). Later, the 

Hubert Humphrey fellow programme also provided non-degree, fellowship 

programmes for professional training in the field of human rights education 

(DFA 67/2002, DFA 47/2003, and DFA 65/2005). A UNESCO in-service 

teacher training course in Spain targeted the 'global value of human rights and 

peace at educational level in a sustainable way' (DCM 16/2004). Appendix 3 

cites the Council of Europe's in-service training sessions in various member 

countries on topics related to human rights, children's rights, the fight against 

intolerance and xenophobia and inter-cultural understanding and peace 

education. The Council of Europe's training sessions targeted a whole range of 

en1cies nmging from ciirectors to tenchers workine within the ecim:ntion 

department. In 2007, the Council of Europe also invited young teachers to take 

the opportunity of training in the field of human rights education through the 

Euro-Mediterranean training course which aimed at 'Human Rights education 

for enhancing intercultural dialogue with Young People' (DCM 39/2007). 
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Conclusion 

Official letter circulars as sources of evidence confirm a slow but persistent 

development of approaches to the spread of human rights education in Malta 

which continue in the new millennium. Still the Education Division's role was 

to direct and inform schools of human rights activities but there is some 

evidence of innovative ideas. For example, in 2006, children were encouraged 

to bring forward their views about 'The Rights of the Child' at a Children's 

corner activity during a national celebration to commemorate Children's Day 

(SILC 200/06). Innovation often came from outside the education division 

including also the involvement of local campaign groups and NGOs (the Jesuit 

Refugee Service (JSR) (SILC 93/07 SILCl 13/07) STOPoverty, Kopin and 

Global Action schools (DCM 106/7007, DCM 148/2007). 

The most ground-breaking moves towards human rights education took place 

between 2005/2007 with Malta's entry into the European Union (2004) and the 

establishment of the Commission for Children (2003). In 2005, the 

Commissioner for children· invited children to become part of the 

Commissioner's council (SILC 101/05) leading to the organization of an extra

curricular Rights 4U course (OPS 35/2006). This course invited students 

between 14 and 16 to participate in a 'live-in' to discuss the rights of children 

and youth. The National youth parliament (OPS 45/2007) provided the same 

'live in' opportunity was which focused on diversity and human rights. 

This brief account of attempts at promoting human rights education though the 

use of primary documented sources seeks to convey some insights into official 

efforts by the education division to formally and informally increase human 

rights awareness in schools. However, this resenrch intemls to eo heyonrl 

official sources. It is carried out to locate the meanings of the individual 

experience of teachers and students who have perceived the reality of teaching 

and learning within the sphere. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review: Critical debates in human rights education 

Back in 1974, UNESCO proposed that human rights documentation could be 

used to establish 'major guiding principles of educational policy' (UNESCO, 

1974: 2) worldwide. This was the first concrete commitment to establish and 

promote practical/actual human rights education beyond the western context in 

which they had developed and to the expansion of these principles at an 

international level. Within the context of an (officially) ever-increasing 

number of children globally being provided with compulsory education, 

schools were assigned a major role in diffusing the ideals and values of society. 

In 1987, a UNESCO world congress on the teaching of human rights was held 

in Malta (UNESCO, 2004) to discuss the aims and objectives of human rights 

teaching. It proposed that all countries should express the need for an 

'intensification of efforts to develop human rights teaching and education' 

(UNESCO, 2004: 1 ). This was followed by the 1993 Vienna Declaration and 

Programme of Action (in particular, para. 33 of Section I), which renewed this 

call by advocating 'states and institutions to include human rights ... as subjects 

in the curricula of all learning institutions in formal and non-formal settings' 

(OHCHR, 2006). Moreover, the United Nations, promoted the United Nations 

Decade for Human Rights Education (1995-2004), with the intention of 

building on the realization of human rights education 

'to promote a common understanding of the basic principles 
and methodologies of human rights education, to provide a 
concrete framework for action and to strengthen partnerships 
and cooperation from the international level down to the grass 
roots.' 

(OHCHR, 2006:1) 

UNESCO establishes that knowledge of rights can enrich people's quality of 

life and can show learners 'how to inform themselves about their rights, 

responsibilities and duties and it helps them to use ... (rights to) make a 
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difference,' (Council of Europe, 2006: 5). Human rights education empowers 

learners (Lohrenscheit, 2006, Wood in Holden & Clough, 2005). It raises 

individual's respect of oneself, giving both a personal value and self-esteem. 

Furthermore, it enhances the potential of participation and decision-making 

abilities. Envisaged in this way, human rights education becomes an 

instrument essential for reaching the goals of personal development (Cardenas, 

2005, Frantzi, 2004, Koren, 1997), thus gaining an intrinsic value (Robeyns, 

2006) and becoming a right in itself: 

'Education shall be directed to the full development of human 
personality and to the strengthening of respect for human 
rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote 
understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, 
racial or religious groups.' 

(art.26 - Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948) 

The Council of Europe also identifies human rights education as a tool for 

social development. Youngsters are helped to mature and to respect others as 

humans and as equals. They also 'develop the skills, competencies and 

attitudes that they need for school and family life, while giving them 

knowledge for the future' (Council of Europe, 2006). In "Learning and Living 

Democracy for All Education for Democratic Citizenship and Human Rights 

Education'', Terry Davis, Secretary General of the Council of Europe 

emphasized that education 'cannot perform miracles' but it does allow for the 

transmission of a culture based on the values of democracy and Human Rights 

'to new generations' (Council of Europe, 2006: 1). 

Slowly, apart from the official bodies of the United Nations and Council of 

Europe, other principal establishments became contributors towards the 

promotion of human rights, including several NGOs and some universities. 

Amnesty International, for instance, promotes human rights education as the 

initial step towards greater respect, promotion and defence of those rights. It 

also attributes the responsibility and duty of human rights teaching to schools 

and governments (Amnesty International, 2006), and advocates its supporters 

to take action and moreover to insist with their governments to amalgamate 
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human rights into their countries' curricula. 

Action towards the promotion of Human Rights education is often 

complemented by lesson plans and classroom activities presented by UN, CoE 

and NGOs. Such material 'seek(s) to promote a common understanding of the 

basic principles and methodologies of human rights education, to provide a 

concrete framework for action' (Council of Europe, 2006). This has been a 

response to the need of developing appropriate human rights pedagogical 

methodology. Writing in the context of the Cold War, Tomey and Gambrell 

(1980) advocate the development of tools that are independent of text books to 

impart knowledge, motivate discussion and attention, influence and change 

behaviour. 

'It is hoped that students will acquire knowledge concerning 
the nature of human rights and their international protection, 
will experience empathy with victims of violations, will 
recognize links between political/civil and social/economic 
rights, will express respect for human rights in their own 
behaviour, and will develop and express respect for human 
rights in their own behaviour, and will develop and express 
opinions that contribute to the strengthening of human rights 
practices by their own governments.' 

(Tomey and Gambrell, 1980:392) 

Today, educational programmes presented by international bodies like UN and 

CoE concentrate both on teaching about and for (OHCHR, 2003) human rights 

education. They present teachers with materials and practice-oriented 

methodology, intended to facilitate implementation of human rights education 

within the classroom environment. These programmes are both very accessible 

and also widely diffused especially through websites available on Internet. 

Internet has helped increase the width, rapidity and accuracy of distribution of 

human rights material (Benedek, Zagar & Madacki, 2008, Brophy & Halpin, 

1999), cutting costs and 'barriers of time and distance, facilitating the finding 

of information in a way previously impossible' (Brophy & Halpin, 1999: 353). 

Yet despite these benefits, Internet has largely restricted access to information 

for those who do not have Internet facilities and for those unable to understand 
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the language used (a conservative estimate of '85% of communication on the 

Internet is in English) (Brophy & Halpin, 1999:362). Benedek, Zagar & 

Madacki, (2008:2) identify a 'digital divide' resulting from the gap between the 

availability of material and its accessibility. Getting to know about the 

availability of such material often depends on the personal initiative of 

educators and the ability of teachers to use Internet. 

Compass (Council of Europe, 2002), Composito (Council of Europe, 2008), 

ABC: Teaching Human Rights - Practical activities for primary and the 

secondary schools (OHCHR, 2003) are three of the various human rights 

programmes intended for classroom use. These programmes vary in their 

approach to human rights education, however they practically all share a 

common target: 'the familiarization of children with human rights concepts' 

(OHCHR, 2003: 9) and the construction of 'a human rights culture ... into the 

whole curriculum' (OHCHR, 2003: 9). Programmes provide several source 

materials, suggest activities and present pedagogies that teachers could employ 

with different age groups within a classroom context. These feature 

brainstorming, case studies, creative expression, discussions, field trips and 

community visits, interviews, research projects and independent investigation, 

role-plays and simulations amongst others. 

Most of the proposed human rights educational programmes present very useful 

teaching reference points and can inspire teachers about new methods of 

teaching. They can also provide grounds for an increased chance to attract 

students' attention, to complement comprehension of what human rights are, to 

elicit student's interest, participation and motivation as well as to develop 

several skills (Frantzi, 2004). Yet, such programmes, at times described as 'a 

"cookbook" full of lessons and activities' (RMHRN, 2008:6) do not encourage 

a critical approach towards human rights content (Cross refer to pg 71). They 

focus on the educational methods of how the law could be taught without 

encouraging discussion of whether the law should be there or not and without 

encouraging reflection on the contexts in which these laws were formulated. 

Furthermore, unless incorporated in national educational curricula, human 

rights education programmes do not bind anyone to follow them. Their 
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successful enactment and practical applicability depends largely on 

governmental and policy maker support not to mention the readiness of 

teachers to take up initial approaches as part of human rights education. 

2.1 Governmental Support towards the teaching of human rights 

The Convention of the Rights of the Child entails that governments ratifying 

such convention have a duty to consider the child as a 'legal subject' 

(Verhellen in Osler, 2003: 37). Verhellen (in Osler, 2003:37) suggests that this 

does not only involve the assignment of rights, but requires a balance between 

informing children about their rights and educating them in ways to be able to 

"enforce" their rights by putting them in practice. Lindahl (2006) also refers to 

such obligations but also poses the following question: "What conditions are 

necessary for the enjoyment of the right and who should provide these 

conditions?" (Lindahl, 2006:7). This entails that the teaching of rights needs to 

be paralleled by the assurance of having conditions and contexts that are human 

rights friendly and that aspire for the respect of rights. It also implies that 

human rights education goes beyond the usual formal teaching methods and 

presents the challenge of attaining informal groundwork for the reinforcement 

of the rights that have to be embraced. 

Most national governments are in the perfect position to realistically 

incorporate human rights education in educational curricula (Cardenas, 2005, 

Frantzi, 2004, Nutbrown, 2003). Attempts to boost human rights education 

were promoted by UNHCHR throughout the Decade for Human Rights 

Education, with initiatives being published in a Summary of National Initiatives 

Undertaken Within the Decade for Human Rights Education (1995-2004) 

(2003). Cardenas (2005) hints at the possibility of bias within this summary 

since it is based on direct governmental self reporting. Reference to the 

summary also indicates that there are no specifications as to how states have 

fulfilled their obligations and in some cases, large discrepancies exist. Some 

states barely satisfy their obligation to provide human rights education, while 

others attempt to enhance their local human rights education through the 

establishment of educational bodies responsible for the promotion of practical 
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ideas to be incorporated into education curricula (HREOC, 2005). 

In European schools, 'human rights provide a solid foundation for democratic 

citizenship' (Naval, Print & Veldhuis, 2002: 115). Human Rights education is 

incorporated explicitly into school curricula as part of Citizenship education in 

France (Kiwan, 2005), Britain (Pykett, 2009, Kiwan, 2005, Naval, Print & 

Veldhuis, 2002, Crick, 1999) and Spain (Naval, Print & Veldhuis, 2002). 

'Citizenship education is about enabling citizens to make their own decisions 

and to take responsibility for their own lives' (Citizenship foundation, 2009) 

and is intended to assist 'students to acquire the knowledge, skills, and values 

needed to function effectively within their cultural community, nation-state, 

and region' (Banks, 2008: 129). Thus educating for a climate of respect 

towards human rights on a national level is directed towards the development 

of individual political and social skills that are seen as beneficial for social 

development of a country. Leaming about rights allows for political education 

which is over and above party politics (Kiwan, 2005, Lohrenscheit, 2006), 

creating active citizens while avoiding the 'obvious risks' of 'lawlessness within 

society' (Crick, 1999: 338). 

However one has to note, as Heyneman (2000) and Banks (2008) do, that 

educating in the norms, attitudes and values of society can serve as a tool in 

governments' hand to promote social cohesion rather than 'benefit the 

individual actor' (Heyneman, 2000:176) because sometimes 'the rights of 

groups are detrimental to the rights of the individual' (Banks, 2008: 129). 

Spencer (in Osler, 2003) suggests that human rights education can promote an 

understanding of law and eventually might increase respect for law and 

encourage a sense of citizenship based on an awareness of the existence of 

rights and of corresponding duties (Spencer in Osler, (2003). 

'International human rights standards provide that framework 
of values. They have an authority beyond any code of ethics 
agreed at national level and, being a balanced package of 
rights and responsibilities, entirely fit the objectives of 
education for citizenship.' 

(Spencer in Osler, 2003 :23) 
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Tibbitts (2006) also proposes that human rights education can help to address 

problems of 'political and social interaction in democracies' (Tibbitts, 2006:23) 

originating from intolerances. 

Aspiring for the benefits of human right education contributes towards a 

society which is very much in line with De Ruyter' s (2003) discussion on the 

meaning of ideals and their value in education. Human Rights education is a 

fonn of ideal-laden education which can contribute 'direction and meaning to 

people's lives' (De Ruyter, 2003: 474) and 'lead towards excellence' (De 

Ruyter, 2003 :468). The same author points out this does not eliminate harmful 

consequences, as educating for ideals can be radical and can result in harmful 

and dangerous situations both on a personal and a community level. Human 

rights education can induce indoctrinating contexts where rights are hammered 

into the minds of students as laws, leading to a situation where rights are over

stressed and responsibilities under-stressed (Unterhalter, 2007, Robeyns, 2006, 

De Ruyter, 2003). Students may know the content of rights but not when it is 

appropriate to use them. 

Similarly, discussions also concentrate on the implication of incorporating 

human rights education as part of citizenship education. Lohmann (2006) and 

Tibbitts (2006) observe that such integration can be restrictive because the 

principal aspirations behind the two subjects can be contradictory. Kiwan 

(2005) maintains that the focus of citizenship education is 'on participation and 

involvement' whilst the very concepts behind human rights are global in 

approach 'based on the notion of all human beings belonging to an ethical 

rather than a political community' (Kiwan, 2005:47). Citizenship makes one 

aware of nationalist aspirations and rights originating from nationhood, which 

is quite conflicting with the proposed human right as originating from simply 

being a person. 

Cardenas (2005) argues that whilst 'HRE has become part of the modem state's 

human rights repertoire .. . enhance(ing) a state's international image' 

(Cardenas, 2005: 375) there tends to be a gap in the relationship between state 

proclamation and implementation of human rights education. She maintains 
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that states focus on the political benefits of human rights education in creating a 

sense of community and fostering 'social tolerance, a democratic citizenry, and 

a climate wherein human rights abuses are less likely to occur.' (Cardenas, 

2005:364). In contrast, educating people about their rights is 'inherently 

revolutionary: if implemented effectively, it has the potential to generate social 

opposition, alongside rising demands for justice and accountability' (Cardenas, 

2005:364). This implies that at times, schools can be considered as the states' 

'reproducing ·apparata' (as citied earlier in the discussion on circulars) that 

promote the states' international image and create social cohesion while doing 

little to raise consciousness of the powerful agency of the individual through 

these rights. 

2.2 Controversial debates about human rights and critical approaches to the 

understanding of human rights 

The literature review so far presents human rights education as a beneficial, 

highly desirable form of educating. However, both human rights and human 

rights education also stir a certain degree of controversy. Human rights, are 

sceptically regarded and highly contested by groups such as child, feminists 

and race theorists (Roose & Bouveme-De-Bie, 2007, Moller Okin, 1998, Fox, 

1998) because they are conceived as culture-bound tools that spread the idea 

that humans are a homogeneous group and very often fails to see the particulars 

of different groups of people and the variations of experiences within different 

groups or cultures. 

'The universalizing impulse that lies behind the appeal ... 
cannot account for the fundamental differences within human 
existences - in the plural'. 

(Todd, 2009: 15) 

Human rights are not interpreted within a culture, thus giving the 

impression of a "universal human nature" when in fact no worldwide 

consensus of their acceptance really exists (Todd, 2009, Unterhalter, 2007, 

Yacoub, 2005, Figueroa in Osler, 2003). 
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'The concept of the universality of human rights, which is 
presented as undeniably valid for all humans, we realize that 
it is limited and invalid, its fault being that it is too utopian 
and unrealistic.' 

(Yacoub, 2005:79) 

The trend toward universalization, a clear example of this being the 

universalization of human rights education proposed by UNESCO referred 

to in the first paragraph of this chapter, promotes a western conception of 

human rights (Yacoub, 2005, Vizard, 2000). A process of westernization 

occurs through which outsiders impose their standards/values on others or a 

reinforcement of the othering; the uncivilized others who still have not 

adopted the civilized rationalization of the West. This could result in the 

devaluation of the culture of others and in 'conflicts of values, of cultures, of 

rights' (Osler, 2003: 56). 

Elliott (2007) defines human rights as the 'cult of the individual' (Elliott, 2007: 

343) whereby humans are 'fundamentally sacred and inviolable ... the locus of 

rights that must be guaranteed by legitimate global actors' (Elliott, 2007: 350). 

He argues that the universalization of such a 'cult' is 'a form of cultural 

imperialism' (Elliott, 2007: 357) through which the 'superior' western ideology 

is imposed despite clashes with the collective goals of other societies. 

Woodiwiss (2002) also maintains that human rights discourses are westernized 

perpetuators of 'civilizationally asymmetrical power relations ... an instance of 

what Michel Foucault termed 'power/knowledge' (Woodiwiss, 2002: 140). 

Neves (2007) also discusses human rights in terms of power, presenting them 

as a symbolic force based on 'normative expectations' (Neves, 2007:417) 

whereby the acceptance and legalization of rights by 'peripheral states or those 

that do not share western values is merely a colonized and inadequate copy of 

models from dominant countries' (Neves, 2007:248). 

Furthermore, human rights fail to draw on the experiences of concrete and 

particular margianlised individuals, even within Western cultures (Neves, 

2007). The development of the idea of human rights for instance, did not occur 

in a society where women and racial groupings, were important (Unterhalter, 
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2007). As feminist theorist, Moller Okin (1998) points out 

'The original conceptions of international "human rights" ... 
were formulated with male family heads in mind. They were 
conceived of as rights of such individuals against each other 
and, especially, against the governments under which they 
lived.' 

(Moller Okin, 1998: 2) 

Another issue to consider is that despite having been advocated for nearly a 

century, especially in the Western world, human rights have not guaranteed 

complete eradication of discriminatory practices or racial and sexual 

marginalization. Benhabib (2004) for example, explores contradictions within 

European states commenting that 'every nation has its others, within and 

without' (Benhabib, 2004: 18) and those others very often have their rights 

threatened. 

These controversial issues are closely related to human rights education. If 

human rights education is valuable because it teaches values, one needs to ask: 

"Whose values are taught?" and "In what way are these values taught?" 

Lohrenscheit (2006) specifies that whilst the foundation of all forms of 

education is the right to education, different countries manoeuvre education 

within different contexts, priorities, values, norms or ideology. Yates (2006) 

substantiates this position, arguing that 'the form that 'education' takes (that is, 

its curriculum) is never neutral' (Yates, 2006:88) and decisions towards 

implementation of a particular form of education through the curriculum are 

political in nature and closely related to issues of power. 

'Usually even 'basic' education involves ... selections about 
what 'things that should be known' - particularly messages 
... often messages about the political ideology of a country'. 

(Yates, 2006: 89) 

Other argumentative issues related to human rights education concern the 

ability of immature minds to focus on the abstract constructions of such laws 
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(Listner, 1991) and the possibility of ignoring issues related to responsibility. 

'There is sometimes a fear that teaching young people about human rights will 

fill them with assertive confidence about their own rights while ignoring the 

responsibilities they also have to respect the rights of others'. (Spencer in Osler 

(ed), 2003: 24). However, as a teacher of human rights I am particularly 

preoccupied by the following issues: 

• to what extent are students conscious of human rights? 

• how aware are students that human rights are products of a particular 

socio- cultural context? 

2.3 Human rights education in classroom context 

'Each nation and each individual has a role in world affairs; 
that teachers deal with attitudes as well as facts; that attitudes 
are acquired; they cannot decide the fate of the world, but that 
their influence can help achieve the fullest measure of peace 
and well being in this world.' 

(Dratz, 1958:15) 

Beyond the international obligations to be maintained by states, it is within the 

school environment that education can foster both personal development and 

individual responsibility for public good. OECD (2005) distinguishes the 

capacity to recognize self-interests, to have knowledge of rights and to be able 

to advocate one's rights to assert and defend both self and others as one of the 

major competencies students must acquire through education. Schools have to 

construct students' conception of rights and associated values whilst teachers 

have both the responsibility and the micro-power to engage in a revolutionary 

rather than social cohesive aim of human rights education. 

Robeyns (2006) assigns to education a non-instrumental role as it uses 

socialization processes to influence surrounding society. Living in a society 

that is respectful of human rights and human rights education, allows children 
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to 'learn to live in a society where people have different views of the good life, 

which is likely to contribute to a more tolerant society' (Robeyns, 2006:71). 

Eide (1983) proposes that whilst ideas about human rights are the result of 

cultural, political and social realities, it is within society and through the 

informal context in which the child lives, that actual respect for human rights 

has to be nurtured. He suggests that effective human rights education should 

'debate about human rights ideals, human rights in law and legal practice, and 

the reality of human rights' (Eide, 1983:108). Frantzi (2004) argues that 

educators can exploit children's 'receptiveness to social information' (Frantzi, 

2004:5) to develop a sense of empathy and openness to diversity and diverse 

views. She also sees human rights education as a tool to develop reflection, to 

implement a critical attitude that can challenge pre-existing attitudes and 

sources of political information and to illuminate students to see alternative 

choices and consequences. 

I think that within the classroom context, teachers are in an ideal position to 

strike a balance between theory and practice. They can develop a pedagogy 

which fosters human rights education (Rathenow & Weber in Holden & 

Clough, 2005) and to bridge the gap between human rights aspirations and 

actual reality. Teachers have the individual responsibility to advocate concern 

for human rights and to uphold adequate social sensitivity. At the same time, 

they have to construct students' awareness of the diversity of points of view of 

others and an ability to question human rights and their implementation. 

2.4 Human rights education in the Maltese context 

The first chapter of this research project attempted to look at local official 

departmental efforts intended to implement human rights education. 

Responsibility for children's human rights education always seems to have 

fallen on the Ministry of Education, ranging from increasing human rights 

awareness, providing training for educators to promoting curricular initiatives. 

Further evidence of official attempts to foster human rights education can be 

found in the Maltese NMC (1999), which promotes values that human rights 

education programmes identify as essential. These include respect for others, 
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respect for differences and diversity, social justice and solidarity; these issues 

are also acknowledged as the challenges of Maltese education (NMC, 1999: 

18). The need of an awareness of rights and responsibilities is stressed both in 

the curricular principles and educational objectives. Direct references are made 

to specific human rights conventions, including the United Nations' Convention 

on the Abolition of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) and 

the European Convention on Human Rights (NMC, 1999: 42). While the 

promotion of 'respect for human rights and the rights of other species' and the 

development of' a sense of what is just and good' are articulated as the Specific 

Aims for the Maltese Educational System as from Early Childhood Education. 

(NMC, 1999:53) 

This explicit reference to human rights within the Maltese NMC provides a 

convenient starting point for the strengthening of human rights education across 

the curriculum. Yet, as already pointed out in the first chapter, human rights 

education within the curriculum is so far not a subject within its own right but 

is taught as part of certain subjects. Most students, in secondary schools, come 

in contact with human rights issues but it is only the few that take specific 

option subjects like European Studies that study this topic in detail. Here, 

human rights are presented not only as laws that respect the individual but as a 

must for all countries allowed membership in both the Council of Europe and 

the European Union. Through interviews, this study attempts to discover the 

perceptions and experiences of European Studies teachers who as a group are 

very much responsible for the teaching of human rights. The survey method is 

also used to explore the meanings given to human rights by students. It also 

tries to trace differences in meanings given by those who study human rights as 

part of their option studies and by those who come in contact with this subject 

as part of their general stu<lies. 
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Chapter 3 

Research into the perspectives of teachers and students 

This study explores perspectives into the teaching and learning of Human 

Rights, particularly those of students and teachers in Maltese Junior Lyceums. 

A critical discussion of the relevant literature as well as the brief exploration of 

the official educational documents that help contextualize human rights 

teaching provides good theoretical ground from which the ideas of teachers and 

students about this subject can be explored. My discussion of the idea of 

human rights in the second chapter highlights the need for a critical approach to 

human rights rather than adhering to them in a law abiding fashion. In that 

chapter, I argued that human rights cannot simply be translated into a practice 

of inculcation that ensures students are unquestionably familiar with their rights 

and reassures teachers that rights are respectively adhered to. 

Being aware of the importance of the critical engagement in teaching and 

learning of human rights as well as the traditional role of the teacher to act as a 

transmitter of knowledge presented in a law like manner, this study seeks to: 

give a voice to teachers and students, analyse their ideas of teaching and 

learning human rights to enhance debate and gather information about teaching 

and learning perspectives. Consequently my research methodology has been 

shaped by the commitment to present the ideas of teachers and students about 

human rights and their teaching and learning. Such obligation is also shaped by 

the same European Convention for the protection of Human Rights which 

states that 

'Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right 
shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and 
impart information and ideas without interference.' 

(COE, 1950 Article 10) 

3 .1 Data collection 

This study, conducted m May 2008, was based on the use of mixed 
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methodology (Greene, 2005, Tashakkori &Teddlie, 2003, Creswell, 2003). 

The use of such method was a basic course requirement but it also allowed 

participants to articulate their views of human rights and human rights 

education. Rather than reproducing educational strategies that insist on 

knowledge of this subject, this study aimed to generate debate and critical 

reflection through participants' understandings of human rights. Besides 

through the articulation of the diverse teachers' and students' perspectives 

meaning could emerge from within respondents (Holstein & Gubrium, 2003). 

This is very much in line with what Grifitths ( 1998) identifies as the purpose of 

educational research: gaining power through the use of personal autonomy 

(Roose & Bouveme-De Bie, 2007, Cohen et al. 2005, Griffiths, 1998, Wright, 

1992). The voice of respondents is heard, thus increasing their awareness of 

their capability to play a role in the generation of knowledge. Oliver (1999) 

uses Bob Dylan's verses to confer the potential of giving voice 

'Through the wild cathedral evening the rain umavelled tales: 

For the disrobed faceless forms of no position 
Tolling for the tongues with no place to bring their thoughts 

All down in taken-for granted situations ... 

An' we gazed upon the chimes of freedom flashing. 

(Bob Dylan - Chimes of Freedom from the CD The times they are a-changin' 
cited in Oliver, 1999) 

In this sense, I consider this research process as inherently educational not only 

in the usual sense, where research takes place in educational settings and 

findings are communicated to improve related pedagogical approaches. Rather, 

it is geared towards forther understanding of experiences to highlight the 

importance of learning human rights and argues for particular ways of doing so. 

As Griffiths (1998) explains, educational research has an educational purpose 

that can be geared towards change, a change from which not even the 

researcher is immune. 
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Semi-structured interviews based on pre-structured questions (see appendix 5) 

were used as the starting point for qualitative data collection. These questions 

led to conversations with participating European studies teachers intended to 

highlight their views about learning human rights and to present arguments for 

particular ways of tackling in class. Option teachers (like me) usually 

experience the teaching of human rights as a solitary activity. Thus, most 

teachers do not get to debate rights issues within current events with other 

mature persons. These conversations gave the seven European Studies option 

teachers who participated an opportunity to express 'their beliefs and attitudes' 

(Carr & Kemmis, 1986:128) without the constraints of having to adjust to 

student ability to enhance participation and understanding. This qualitative 

data collected gives a set of snapshots that reveal the perceptions of a group of 

teachers who is responsible for presenting human rights education as part of the 

academic subject they teach. 

Meanwhile, quantitative data collection consisted of a questionnaire (see 

appendix 6) presented to groups of students attending the eight local Junior 

Lyceums (four boys' and another four girls' schools) that agreed to participate. 

The sample consisted of one group of students taking European studies as an 

option; the other group was randomly chosen from the rest of Form Four 

students attending the same school. No particular sampling technique was used 

to select students taking European studies option, considering that the number 

of such students is very limited. In fact, the total questionnaire sample 

consisted of 69 students who take European studies as an option ( 40 boys and 

29 girls) and another group of 78 students who do not (38 boys and 40 girls). 

Table 1 below shows the frequency distribution of participants in the study 

described in terms of gender and option. This sample provided a homogenous 

group of students taking European studies as an option and having studied this 

subject for a year, and a heterogeneous group in terms of not being taught by 

the same teacher and in terms of gender. The group not taking European 

studies was a homogenous group in terms of having all students attending 

Form 4, the same form as those studying European studies for a year and 

heterogeneous in terms of gender and option studied. 
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Table 1: Participants in terms of gender and option. 

Percent (F) 

Gender Boys 53.1% (78) 

Girls 46.9% (69) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

Option Option 46.9% (69) 

Non-option 53.1% (78) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

The choice of 14/15 year olds as participants for the study was based on the 

fact that human rights are included as part of the Form Four European Studies 

programme of study (see Appendix 4). The UN Convention on the Rights of 

the child identifies participation rights of children (articles 12-16) (Roose & 

Bouveme-De Bie, 2007) and values youngsters 'as meaning makers' 

(Verhellen in Osler, 2003:35). This study is framed on the principle that 

students particularly at this age can be very 'reliable informants of their own 

experience' (Danby & Farrell, 2005:49), and can be 'regarded as active, 

competent and vocal members of society' (Maitles and Deuchar, 2006:250). 

3 .2 Ethical considerations 

As stated earlier, the research methodology employed here is grounded in the 

ethical, political and epistemological practice of giving students and teachers a 

voice. This vision coincides with the ethical and political aspects of rights, and 

here in particular the rights of participants to being given an opportunity to 

express an opinion and to a fair hearing (Article 6 of COE Convention, 1950) 

of their experience. It also coincides with the ethical guidelines of BERA 
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which state that those researched, including children, 'should be granted the 

right to express their views freely in all matters affecting them' (BERA 

guidelines, 2004:7) 

Stringer (2004) points out that participants should be informed about the nature 

and purpose of study. Prior to the actual interviews for this study, an 

introductory letter was sent to participating teachers to explain the aims of the 

study. Informed consent was also requested from students (Danby and Farrell, 

2005, Doyle in Campbell & Groundwater Smith, 2007) and parents/guardians 

(see attached consent forms in appendix 7). The consent form included both a 

description of the nature of the research in advance and a clarification that 

participation was optional and that the students have a right to refuse to 

participate (Grieg, Taylor & Macay, 2007). All participants were ensured 

privacy, and concealment of identity, especially due to the easy identification 

and accessibility of the researched. Despite provision for privacy some 

students still refused to participate. Others did not return parental consent 

forms despite reminders, so their response was not included in the following 

research data presentation. 

Apart from the children's right to consent, access to the field ultimately 

depends on acceptance by the gatekeepers who act as the intermediary between 

the researcher and the researched (Cohen et. al. 2005, Campbell & 

Groundwater-Smith, 2007). Initial consent to carry out this research depended 

on UREC approval and the acceptance of the Education Division (see 

Appendix 8). Once permission was granted by the local educational authority, 

a letter of consent was written to the head teachers of the respective schools 

where research was to be conducted to proceed (see Appendix 9). 

3.3 Research analysis 

'To analyze the contents of a document ... categories must be 
developed that will allow the researcher to identify and then 
count and compare elements that he or she thinks are 
important.' 

(Wallen & Fraenkel, 2001: 408) 
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In this study, themes for data analysis focus on students' and teachers' notions 

of human rights as embodied in declarations of human rights and perspectives 

into human rights education. These themes where inspired both by issues that 

emerged from the literature review which was the starting point for the 

fonnulation of questions used for interviews and questionnaires and from the 

analysis of data collected. 

Research methods used in this study were chosen to give more space to 

teachers' and students' voice to provide a deeper insight into the socially 

constructed realities and perspectives of participants. Interpretation of data was 

then drawn on 'to produce a set of propositions that explain... the 

phenomenon' (Fankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias 2005:295). In reading through 

this data interpretation, one has to bear that research interpretation is not devoid 

of social differences (Atkinson, 2005) and in particular my differing 

perspectives that emerge from my particular theoretical and political 

perspectives in the teaching of human rights. This data analysis includes a 

reflection of a critical engagement with ideas that emerge from teachers and 

students and which sometimes urgently required reading between the lines. 

Such research is valid because it bridges between the official need to establish 

some form of human rights education (see chapter 1) in order to satisfy 

international commitments (see chapter 2) and the impact of translating such 

policy into practice on the perceptions of students and teachers through which 

ideas for change originate. It is only for clarity's sake, that in the data analysis 

of both themes identified above, I first focus on data gathered from students 

and then on that gathered from teachers. All the statistical calculations in this 

study were computed using SPSS Version 17. Every frequency tahle incluclecl 

below first shows percentages (%), followed by frequencies (F) in brackets. 

Further discussion of issues arising from data collected follows in chapter 4 to 

engage in a deeper discussion bringing teachers' and students' perspectives 

together and to compare and contrast. 
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3 .4 The notion of human rights 

3.4.1 Students' notions of human rights 

The first stages of this study attempted to address what students understand by 

the term human rights and their awareness of human rights documentation. 

Through the questionnaire presented, students were asked to tick a statement 

they associate with human rights. 

Table 2: Frequency distribution of students' identification of statements they 

associated with human rights. (n=l47) 

% (F) 

Rights that you have because you're a person 81.6% (120) 

Rights that you have because you're born in a particular country 5.4% (8) 

Rights that you have because you're a European citizen 12.9% (19) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

Table 3: Crosstabulation of students' categorization of statements associated 

with human rights in terms of gender and option. 

(n values for boys= 78, girls= 69, option group= 69, non-option group= 78) 

Gender Option 

Boys Girls Option Non-option 

% (F) % (F) % (F) % (F) 

Rights that you have 70.5% (55) 94.2% (65) 75.4% (52) 87.2% (68) 
because you're.a person 
Rights that you have 7.7% (6) 2.9% (2) 4.3% (3) 6.4% (5) 
because you're born in a 
particular country 
Rights that you have 21.8% (17) 2.9% (2) 20.3% (14) 6.4% (5) 
because you're a 
European citizen 
Total 100 % (78) 100% (69) 100% (69) 100% (78) 
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Table 4: Crosstabulation of students' categorization of statements associated 

with human rights in tenns of gender and option. 

(n values for: boys= 40, girls= 29, option group= 38, non-option group= 40) 

Gender Option 

Boys Girls Option Non-option 

% (F) % (F) % (F) % (F) 

Rights that you have 62.5% (25) 93.1% (27) 78.9% (30) 95.0% (38) 
because you're a person 
Rights that you have 7.5% (3) 0.0% (0) 7.9% (3) 5.0% (2) 
because you're born in a 
particular country 
Rights that you have 30.0% (12) 6.9% (2) 13.2% (5) 0.0% (0) 
because you're a 
European citizen 
Total 100 % (40) 100% (29) 100% (38) 100% (40) 

Table 2 above shows a frequency distribution of the information communicated 

by data (Heiman, 2003: 1 ). 81.6% of respondents acknowledge that human 

rights entitlement is subject to the individual being a member of humanity. 

However, one cannot ignore the 12.9% who consider human rights to be 

acquired through European citizenship. 

Further exploration of data through crosstabulations of students' feedback by 

gender and option (see Tables 3 & 4) shows that girls are more aware that 

human rights arise due to humanity. Boys, on the other hand, assume that 

human rights result from European citizenship more than girls. Students taking 

European Studies option are more likely to associate human rights with 

European citizenship than those in the non-option group. This could be 

because students taking European studies option study the European 

Convention of human rights in a lot of detail. Students were also asked if they 

are aware of the existence of an official document that sets forth human rights 

for everyone worldwide. Table 5 shows a frequency distribution of responses. 

This reveals that 59.2 % of the all participants are aware of the existence of 

such documentation. 32.6% appear to be not sure of the existence of such 

documentation while 8.2 % of students are not aware of such actuality. 
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Table 5: Frequency distribution of participants' feedback indicating students' 

awareness of the existence of an official document setting forth human rights. 

(n=147) 

% (F) 

Yes 59.2% (87) 

No 8.8% (13) 

Not sure 32.0% (47) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

A frequency distribution of the total positive responses that specify awareness 

of the existence of human rights documentation (see Table 6) reveals that 

80.4% of the sub-group responding positively can identify the Universal 

Declaration of human rights as the official documentation. Another 19.6% 

could not name such documentation. 

Table 6: Frequency distribution of participants' feedback in crediting human 

rights official documentation after positively acknowledging the existence of 

such documentation. (n=87) 

% (F) 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights 80.4% (70) 

The Constitution 3.4% (3) 

The Bible 1.2% (1) 

Other 1.2% (1) 

Not sure of the name 13.8% (12) 

Total 100.0% (87) 
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Table 7: Crosstabulation of students' response distinguishing human rights 

documentation as evaluated in terms of gender and option. 

(n values for boys= 42, girls= 45, option group= 53, non-option group= 34) 

Gender Option 

Boys Girls Option Non-option 

% F % F % F % F 

Universal Declaration of 78.6% (33) 82.2% (37) 84.9% (45) 73.5% (25) 

Human Rights 

The Constitution 2.4% (1) 4.4% (2) 5.7% (3) 0.0% (0) 

The Bible 2.4% (1) 0.0% (0) 1.9% (1) 0.0% (0) 

Other 0.0% (0) 2.2% (1) 1.8% (1) 0.0% (0) 

Not sure of the name 16.6% (7) 11.1 % (5) 5.7% (3) 26.5% (9) 

Total 100 % (42) 100% (45) 100% (53) 100% (34) 

Table 8: Cross tabulation of students' response distinguishing human rights 

documentation as evaluated in terms of gender and option. 

(n values for boys= 25, girls= 28, option group= 17, non-option group= 17) 

Option Non-Option 

Boys Girls Boys Girls 

% (F) % (F) % (F) % (F) 

Universal Declaration of 84.0% (21) 85.7% (24) 70.6% (12) 76.5% (13) 

Human Rights 

The Constitution 4.0% (1) 7.1% (2) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 

The Bible 4.0% (1) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 

Other 0.0% (0) 3.6% (1) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 

Not sure of the name 8.0% (2) 3.6% (1) 29.4% (5) 23.5% (4) 

Total 100 % (25) 100% (28) 100% (17) 100% (17) 
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Tables 7 & 8 present crosstabulations of the positive responses confirming our 

awareness of the existence of an official document setting forth human rights. 

Within the option group, over 80 % of students verify that they are conscious of 

the existence of the Universal Declaration as compared with over 70 % within 

the non-option group. Still, 15.1 % of the option group indicates that they either 

do not know or are not sure of the name of such documentation, 26.5% of the 

non-option group are not sure of the name. Gender differences are slight 

(3.6%), with girls being more aware than boys of the existence of human rights 

documentation. 

The existence of human rights documentation was confirmed and students who 

initially indicated doubt about such documentation were once again asked if 

they had ever heard of this documentation. Another 20% of the total number of 

students who originally maintained they had never heard of human rights or 

were not sure about it affirmed that they had heard of human rights. However, 

80.0% of those who gave a negative response in the first instance (see Table 9) 

confirmed their response in the filter question. Crosstabulation of this response 

to identify differences by gender and option could not be worked as the 

numbers were very limited (60 respondents). 

Table 9: Frequency distribution of participants naming human rights official 

documentation after initially responding negatively to the existence of an 

official human rights documentation. (n=60) 

% (F) 

Had heard of the Universal Declaration before 20.0% (12) 

Not sure if I heard of the Universal Declaration before 35.0% 21) 

Never heard of the Universal Declaration before 45.0% (27) 

Total 100.0% (60) 

Beyond knowledge of the existence of rights, this study also attempted to look 

into students' perspectives of human rights. These points of view were 
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collected through the presentation of a series of statements designed to help 

students reflect on issues related to human right realities. Answers were 

recorded using a five point Likert-scale ranging from 'Strongly disagree' to 

'Strongly agree'. Each issue was first analysed in terms of 'differentiation of 

response' (Cohen et al. 2005:253) through a frequency distribution table. Then 

it was analysed through a two-way ANOVA to show 'the combination of the 

levels of one factor with the levels of another factor' (Heiman, 2003:521), thus 

highlighting the role of gender, option and their interaction on students' 

perception. Analysis of students' responses towards each statement is 

considered and commented upon separately. 

1. You consider human rights important for you as a secondary school student. 

Table 10: Frequency distribution exhibiting the degree to which students 

consider human rights important for them as secondary school students 

(n=147). 

% (F) 

Strongly Disagree 2.0% (3) 

Disagree 4.1% (6) 

Neither agree nor disagree 12.2% (18) 

Agree 51.7% (76) 

Strongly Agree 29.9% (44) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

A frequency distribution of students' response to this statement (Table 10) 

shows that most participants ( 51. 7%) in the study agree that human rights are 

important for them as students. A smaller percentage say they strongly agree 

(29.9%) with this statement whilst 12.2 % say they neither agree nor disagree. 

Only 6% of the participants view human rights as not important for them as 

secondary school students. A significant gender effect is present (see Table 

11), showing that girls (mean 4.243) consider human rights more important for 

them as secondary school students than boys (mean 3.857). 
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Table 11: ANOVA summary table of students' response to the statement 

asking them if they consider human rights important for them as secondary 

school students. 

Sum of Mean 

Source Squares df Square F p-value 

Sex 5.382 1 5.382 224.841 .042 

Option .937 1 .937 39.142 .101 

Sex* Option .024 1 .024 .032 .858 

Error 106.750 143 .747 

2. You consider human rights important for the Maltese community. 

Table 12: Frequency distribution describing the importance students attribute 

to human rights for the Maltese community. (n=147) 

% (F) 

Strongly Disagree 2.7% (4) 

Disagree 4.1% (6) 

Neither agree nor disagree 6.8% (10) 

Agree 45.6% (67) 

Strongly Agree 40.8% (60) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

A frequency distribution of students' response to this statement (see Table 12) 

shows that the largest segment 86.4%, either agree or strongly agree that human 

rights are important for the Maltese community. If grouped together, those 

who said that they neither agree nor disagree and those who disagree or 

strongly disagree amount only to 13.6% of all respondents. No significant 

gender, option or gender*option interaction effect was found (see Table 13). 
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Table 13: ANOVA summary table of students' response to the statement 

asking them if they consider human rights important for the Maltese 

community. 

Sum of Mean 

Source Squares Df Square F p-value 

Sex 3.583 1 3.583 48.357 .091 

Option .437 1 .437 5.891 .249 

Sex* Option .074 1 .074 .088 .768 

Error 121.061 143 .847 

3. Human rights as laws go hand in hand with our local Maltese values and 

customs. 

Table 14: Frequency distribution showing how far students consider human 

rights as laws that go hand in hand with our local Maltese values and customs. 

(n=147) 

% (F) 

Strongly Disagree 2.7% (4) 

Disagree 8.8% (13) 

Neither agree nor disagree 39.5% (58) 

Agree 41.5% (61) 

Strongly Agree 7.5% (11) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

As indicated by Table 14, the majority of students agree that human rights as 

laws go hand in hand with our local Maltese values and customs (41.5 %), 

while an almost equivalent percentage (39.5%) neither agree nor disagree. In 

this case those who report that they strongly disagree, disagree or strongly 

agree are by far less than those who agree or neither agree nor disagree. 
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Table 15: ANOVA summary table of students' response to the statement 

asking them if they think that human rights as laws go hand in hand with our 

local Maltese values and customs. 

Sum of Mean 

Source Squares Df Square F p-value 

Sex .311 1 .311 .097 .808 

Option .166 1 .166 .052 .858 

Sex* Option 3.206 1 3.206 4.410 .037 

Error 103.937 143 .727 

Graph 1: Interaction between gender and option of the dependent variable: 

Human rights as laws go hand in hand with our local Maltese values and 

customs. 
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A significant interaction effect between sex*gender (see Table 15) is present, as 
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boys in the option group see human rights as laws that go hand in hand with our 

local values more than girls taking the option. Meanwhile, girls in the non

option group regard human rights as laws that go hand in hand with our local 

values more than girls taking the option (see Figure 1). 

4. Human rights are a source of protection of the individual within the Maltese 

state. 

Table 16: Frequency distribution exhibiting the degree to which students 

consider human rights to be a source of protection of the individual within the 

Maltese state. (n=147) 

% (F) 

Strongly Disagree 2.0% (3) 

Disagree 6.1% (9) 

Neither agree nor disagree 16.3% (24) 

Agree 45.6% (67) 

Strongly Agree 29.9% (44) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

Table 17: ANOVA summary table of students' response to the statement 

asking them if they think that human rights are a source of protection of the 

individual within the Maltese state. 

Sum of Mean 

Source Squares df Square F p-value 

Sex 1.189 1 1.189 33.260 .109 

Option .068 1 .068 1.914 .398 

Sex* Option .036 1 .036 .040 .843 

Error 129.323 143 .904 
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The largest percentage of students in the study (see Table 16) confirmed that 

they either agree or strongly agree (75.5%) that human rights are a source of 

protection of the individual within the Maltese state. 16.3 % could not confirm 

if they agree or disagree whilst only 8.1 % do not view human rights as a source 

of protection within our state. No significant gender, option or the 

gender*option interaction effect was found (see Table 17). 

5. Human rights conventions often claim universality (that they apply 

everywhere around the world). Do you agree? 

Table 18: Frequency distribution exhibiting the extent of students' agreement 

with human rights' claim of universality. (n=147) 

% (F) 

Strongly Disagree 16.3% (24) 

Disagree 19.0% (28) 

Neither agree nor disagree 17.7% (26) 

Agree 24.5% (36) 

Strongly Agree 22.4% (33) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

Table 19: ANOVA summary table of students' response to the statement 

asking them if they agree with human rights' claim of universality. 

Sum of Mean 

Source Squares Df Square F p-value 

Sex .054 1 .054 .025 .901 

Option 6.113 1 6.113 2.818 .342 

Sex* Option 2.169 1 2.169 1.114 .293 

Error 278.402 143 1.947 
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The response to the claim of universality is distributed into almost five equal 

groups (see Table 18). As seen in chapter two, this claim is highly debatable 

even in literature and is discussed further in the last chapter. No significant 

gender, option or the gender*option interaction effect was found (see Tablel 9). 

6. Human rights in Europe are enforceable by law in all European countries 

members of the Council of Europe. Should this be so? 

Table 20: Frequency dist1ibution exhibiting the extent to which students 

consider it important for human rights to be enforceable by law in European 

countries. (n=147) 

% (F) 

Strongly Disagree 3.4% (5) 

Disagree 7.5% (11) 

Neither agree nor disagree 13.6% (20) 

Agree 34.0% (50) 

Strongly Agree 41.5% (61) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

Table 21: ANOVA summary table of students' response to the statement 

asking them if they consider it appropriate that Human rights in Europe are 

enforceable by law in all European countries members of the Council of 

Europe. 

Sum of Mean 

Source Squares D± Square F p-value 

Sex 2.184 1 2.184 7.572 .222 

Option 1.386 1 1.386 4.807 .272 

Sex* Option .288 1 .288 .248 .619 

Error 166.499 143 1.164 
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Table 20 indicates that the majority of students participating in the study 

strongly agree (41.5%) or agree (34%) that human rights should be enforced by 

law in all European countries members of the Council of Europe. 13.6 % could 

neither agree nor disagree whilst only 10.9% of all participants disagree or 

strongly disagree with law enforcement. No significant gender, option or the 

gender* option interaction effect was found (see table 21 ). 

Students were also asked whether they see human rights as useful and why. 

Table 22 shows that the majority of students see human rights as useful. 

Table 22: Frequency distribution of students' repose indicating if they see 

human rights useful. (n=147) 

% (F) 

Yes 86.4% (127) 

No 13.6% (20) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

Table 23: Crosstabulation of students' response in commenting about 

usefulness of human rights (n values for: boys n=78, girls n=69, option group 

n= 69 and non-option group n=78). 

Gender Option 

Boys Girls Option Non-option 

% F % F % F % F 

Usefulness Yes 82.1% (64) 91.3% (63) 91.3% (63) 82.1% (64) 

No 17.9% (14) 8.7% (6) 8.7% (6) 17.9% (14) 

Total 100 % (78) 100% (69) 100% (69) 100% (78) 
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Table 24: Crosstabulation of students' response in commenting about 

usefulness of human rights in terms of gender and option (n values for boys = 

40, girls= 29, option group= 38 and non-option group= 40). 

Option Non-Option 

Boys Girls Option Non-option 

% F % F % F % F 

Usefulness Yes 85.0% (34) 96.6% (63) 78.9% (30) 82.5% (33) 

No 15.0% (6) 3.4% (1) 21.1% (8) 15.0% (6) 

Total 100 % (40) 100% (29) 100% (38) 100% (40) 

Crosstabulation of students' response (see Tables 23 & 24) shows a positive 

response to human rights usefulness ranging between 82% and 92% across both 

groups. Girls within both the option and non-option groups were more 

responsive than boys. 

In their open-ended response, some students identified the usefulness of human 

rights through the identification of specific rights including the right to live, 

vote, not to be tortured and enslaved, liberty (Student 8), participation and 

freedom to join any group (Student 35), education (Student 49) and health care 

(Student 81) among others. However, most students appreciate that human 

rights' usefulness lies beyond the statements of specific rights. Some students 

distinguish human rights as 'vital for every day's life' (Student 28) and 'for the 

future' (Student 111) and if 'obeyed, it will be a better world' (Student 136) as 

human rights promote 'equality' (Student 101) because they 'treat everyone the 

same' (Student 1 ). 

Human rights 'reduce discrimination' (Student 103), 'promote respect' 

(Student 16), 'justice and give the same possibilities' (Student 6) irrespective 

of, 'race, sex, country and religion' (Student 76) and of being 'poor or rich' 

(Student 4). In addition 'a human would be safer in a country that practices 

human rights' (Student 18) and where 'everyone has his rights and also his 
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duties' (Student 72). Human rights protect a person's 'personality' (Student 

10), 'an individual has certain rights which protect me and which no one should 

break' (Student 98). Such protection is guaranteed 'by law' (Student 127), thus 

if 'you know your rights and you can fight to have them' (Student 143). 

The reaction to the open-ended question about the usefulness of human rights 

contrasts drastically with that to the question asking about human rights 

violations. As shown through frequency distribution (see Table 25), 94.6 % of 

students are aware of human rights violations. They are also aware that 

violations occur both locally and abroad (see Table 26). 

Table 25: Frequency distribution showing students' awareness of the existence 

of human rights violation. (n=147) 

% (F) 

Yes 94.6% (139) 

No 2.0% (3) 

Not Sure 3.4% (5) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

Table 26: Frequency distribution indicating territories where they think human 

rights violations occur. (n=147) 

% (F) 

In other countries 13.6% (20) 

In Malta 7..7% (4) 

In both 80.3% (118) 

Total 96.6% (142) 

No response 3.4% (5) 

Total 100.0% (147) 
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However, only a small number (ten students) could identify human rights 

violations that occur in Malta. These students identified 'racism' (Student 66) 

and ill-treatment of sub-groups including 'gays and illegal immigrants' 

(Student 107) as the main occurrences of human rights violation locally. In 

addition, they also commented on work-related rights referring mainly to 

working conditions including unreasonable payment, long hours of work and 

lack of safety measures (Student 32). 

3.4.2 Teachers' notions of human rights 

Analysis of students' responses above shows that participating students know 

about the meanings of human rights and the existence of human rights 

documentation. They also accept human rights' value both for them as 

individual and for their community and see no problem with law enforcement 

of human rights. These visions of human rights mirror on teachers' reflections 

of human rights that students actually come in contact with in their classrooms. 

Conversations with teachers show that teachers' notions of human rights 

endorse their faith and belief that these rights are the universal and inalienable 

entitlement of each individual 'regardless of their race, gender and culture have 

certain basic human rights' (Teacher 5) because they 'underlie our freedom' 

(Teacher 5) and 'ensure a decent living to every person' (Teacher 1). They 

also stress the importance of the need for recognition and implementation of 

these rights to 'protect us from abuse' (Teacher 5) and to ensure that each 

individual is 'secure within himself and the society around' (Teacher 7). 

'I believe that it is a shame that today there are still people 
who are not recognized as human beings. Human rights are 
everybody's from the moment they are born and nobody has 
the right to deny them to anybody. I may live in an idyllic 
world of my own, but this is my philosophy of life, one that I 
try to deliver through my lessons' 

(Teacher 4). 

Most teachers emphasized the interdependence and interrelation of rights. 

However, some teachers make a prioritization of rights identifying rights they 
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consider as more essential than others, making a difference between basic 

rights and other right. Basic rights identified include 'shelter, food (those) on 

which the existence of a person depends and which are related to poverty, even 

absolute poverty ... then come other rights that are not so basic like health care 

and education ... it's a question of life or death all other rights are useless if you 

don't have the basic rights' (Teacher 3). Teachers give a wider dimension to 

the topic though discussion of political, civil, economic, social and cultural 

rights (Teacher 2, Teacher 7). 

Teachers also verify the importance they give to the issue of violation of rights 

when expressing their concern on limitations in granting rights. Teachers say 

that they try to make students aware of existing violations through the use of 

current affairs and specific 'practical' (Teacher 3) examples of cases of human 

rights violations such as 'social rights in Burma and the rights of women in 

Muslim countries like Saudi' (Teacher 2). At the same time teachers show 

concern as 'racism, xenophobia and intolerance can at times manifest itself in 

the classroom' (Teacher 5) and can lead to human rights violations within 

'Europe and even Malta' (Teacher 3). 

Despite the assertion of existing concerns, teachers point out that within our 

western context it is easy to learn about human rights because they occur within 

a socio-cultural environment that is very similar to the values of the 

surrounding society. One teacher commented 'I have learnt from home and 

school . . . even my mother who has never studied has learnt these from 

everyday experience ... we are living in a society which includes human rights 

as part of it' (Teacher 6). However there is a danger that within Maltese 

society and the rest of the 'western world (human rights) are taken for granted 

since all countries agreed that certain rights belong to everyone, but to acquire 

such rights there had been a struggle, they weren't found already there' 

(Teacher 7). 

Notwithstanding this awareness of the westemized construction of human 

rights teachers do not discuss or question this aspect in the classroom. They do 

not develop a pedagogical approach that highlights or explains who and in 
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whose interests human rights are presented as universal. Thus students' 

response to the question that focused on the issue of conformity between local 

values and customs with human rights went halves between agreeing/ strongly 

agreeing (48%) and finding it difficult to agree (52%). Students' response to 

universal applicability of human rights was almost equally distributed between 

strongly disagreeing and strongly a!:,rreeing. Students' are not aware that human 

rights have 'often included the dissemination, sometimes the imposition of a 

western, often eurocentric vision of society' (Byram & Guilherme in Osler, 

2000: 162). Raising questions as to why teachers do not tackle such issues 

within the classroom though they are aware of them. Is it because they 

perceive their role as reproducers of knowledge about human rights or is it 

because they do not want to risk inculcating doubts about a subject that they 

deem dangerous to question? This point will be explored further in the next 

chapter. 

3.5 Human Rights education 

3.5.1 Students' notions of Human Rights education 

The promotion of human rights education and human rights has already been 

discussed in Chapter 2. In that chapter (cross refer to pg 15) human rights 

education was discussed as instrumental in achieving the goals of personal and 

social development. This study attempts to locate when our students come in 

contact with human rights education. The largest percentage of students in this 

study (46.9%) reported that came in contact with human rights education at 

primary level, whilst 19% identified the first years of secondary schooling as 

their first contact with issues of rights (see Table 27). The majority of students 

confirm having learnt about human rights during their educational process 

irrespective of sex or option group (see Tables 28 & 29). Girls in the non

option group confirm that they have learnt about human rights in the primary 

school more than boys. The majority of option students (who study human 

rights documentation in detail) report that they encountered human rights as 

part of their option. Four students identified other sources of knowledge about 

human rights including the media, parents and home as their source of 
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information. 

Table 27: Frequency distribution exhibiting students' response indicating 

stages in their education where they have learnt about the existence of human 

rights. 

% (F) 

Primary school 46.9% (69) 

Form 1-2 19.0% (28) 

European Studies option 23.8% (35) 

Never 4.1% (6) 

State others 6.1% (9) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

Table 28: Crosstabulation of students' response indicating learning about the 

existence of human rights in terms of gender and option (n values for boys = 

78, girls= 69, option group= 69 and non-option group= 78) 

Gender Option 

Boys Girls Option Non-option 

% F % F % F % F 

Primary school 46.2% (36) 47.8% (33) 30.4% (21) 61.5% (48) 

Form 1-2 19.2% (15) 18.8% (13) 14.4% (10) 23.1% (18) 

European Studies option 17.9% (14) 30.4% (21) 51.0% (35) 0.0% (0) 

Never 7.8% (6) 0.0% (0) 2.8% (2) 5.1% (4) 

State others 8.9% (7) 2.9% (2) 1.4% (1) 10.3% (8) 

Total 100 % (78) 100% (69) 100% (69) 100% (78) 
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Table 29: Crosstabulation of students' response in indicating fearning about the 

existence of human rights in terms of gender and option (n values for boys = 

40, girls= 29, option group, non-option group= 40) 

Gender Option 

Boys Girls Option Non-option 

% F % F % F % F 

Primary school 37.5% (15) 20.7% (6) 52.6% (20) 70.0% (28) 

Form 1-2 17.5% (7) 10.3% (3) 21.1% (8) 25.0% (10) 

European Studies option 35.0% (14) 70.0% (20) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 

Never 5.0% (2) 0.0% (0) 10.5% (4) 0.0% (0) 

State others 5.0% (2) 0.0% (0) 15.8% (6) 5.0% (2) 

Total 100 % (40) 100% (29) 100% (38) 100% (40) 

Asked if they feel that they should be learning about human rights, 95.9% of all 

students reply that they must have such education (see Table 30). There were 

no substantial differences in response across both gender or option groups (see 

Table 31 ). 71.4% of all students confirmed that they were presently learning 

about human rights (see table 32). 

Table 30: Frequency distribution showing if students feel that they should be 

learning about human rights (n=147). 

% (F) 

Yes 95.9% (141) 

No 4.1% (6) 

Total 100.0% (147) 
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Table 31: Crosstabulation of students' response indicating if they should be 

learning about human rights in terms of gender and option (n values for boys = 

40, girls= 29, option groups= 38, non-option groups= 40) 

Option Non-Option 

Boys Girls Boys Girls 

Perception of % F % F % F % F 

learning about 
Yes 

human rights 
100.0% (40) 100.0% (29) 89.5% (34) 95.0% (38) 

No 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 10.5% (4) 5.0% (2) 

Total 100% (40) 100 % (29) 100% (38) 100% (40) 

Table 32: Frequency distribution of response indicating present learning of 

human rights. (n=147) 

% (F) 

Yes 71.4% (105) 

No 28.6% (42) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

Table 33: Crosstabulation of students' response confirming if they are 

presently learning about human rights in terms of gender and option (n values 

for boys= 78, girls= 69, option group= 69 and non-option= 78). 

Gender Option 

Boys Girls Option Non-Option 

Leaming now % F % F % F % F 

Yes 66.7% (52) 76.8% (53) 9.9% (62) 55.1% (43) 

No 33.3% (26) 23.2% (16) 0.1% (7) 5.0% (35) 

Total 100 % (78) 100 % (69) 100% (69) 100% (78) 
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Table 34: Crosstabulation of students' response confirming if they are 

presently learning about human rights in tenns of gender and option. (n values 

for option boys= 40, option girls= 29, non-option boys= 38, non-option girls 

= 40) 

Option Non-Option 

Boys Girls Boys Girls 

Learning now % F % F % F % F 

Yes 82.5% (33) 100.0% (29) 7.4% (18) 57.5% (23) 

No 17.5% (7) 0.0% (0) 52.6% (20) 42.5% (17) 

Total 100 % (40) 100 % (29) 100% (38) 100% (40) 

Crosstabulation of this response by gender (see Table 33) shows that almost an 

equal number of boys and girls confirm that they are receiving such education. 

Crosstabulation by option shows that almost all option group students and 

nearly half of the non-option group are learning about human rights, indicating 

such teaching in different subjects. Within the non-option group however, girls 

are more aware that they are presently learning about human rights than boys 

(see Table 33 & 34). 

Using the sub-sample whose response confirmed that they are receiving human 

rights education, students were asked if they feel that schools should give 

human rights education. A frequency distribution of this sub-sample's 

response (see Table 35) shows that 90.3% feel that it is good for school to teach 

about human rights, but 6.8 % are negative or question the role of schools in 

this field. Crosstabulation of this response indicates that 90.9% of the boys 

taking the option think it is good for school to teach about human rights as 

compared to the 76.5% of the non-option group. All girls, both in the option 

and non- option groups agree that it is good for school to teach about human 

rights (see table 36). 
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Table 35: Frequency distribution of the perception towards human rights 

education of those who confirmed they are receiving human rights education 

(n=103). 

% (F) 

Its good for school to teach you this 90.3% (93) 

It's not good for school to teach you this 2.9% (3) 

Not sure if it is good for school to teach you this 3.9% (4) 

Total 97.1% (100) 

Non-Respondents 2.9% (3) 

Total 100.0% (103) 

Table 36: Crosstabulation of the perception towards human rights education of 

those who confirmed they are receiving human rights education by sex and 

option. (n values: for boys= 33, girls= 27, option= 17, non-option= 23) 

Gender Option 

Boys Girls Option Non-option 

% F % F % F % F 

Its good for school to 90.0% (30) 100.0% (27) 76.5% (13) 100.0% (23) 

teach you this 

It's not good for school 3.0% (1) 0.0% (0) 4.3% (3) 0.0% (0) 

to teach you this 

Not sure if it is good for 6.1% (17) 0.0% (0) 11.8% (14) 0.0% (0) 

school to teach you this 

Total 100 % (33) 100% (27) 100% (17) 100% (23) 

Frequency distribution of data resulting for those students who alleged that they 

are not learning about human rights shows that 53.3 % wish that school would 

provide such education whilst 46.7% do not wish this or are not sure (see 
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Table37). Crosstabulation ofresponse given by this sub-group shows that only 

seven boys within this group assumed that they were not learning about human 

rights. Within the non-option group more boys than girls confirmed they wish 

school would teach about human rights whilst a small percentage indicated that 

they do not wish or are not sure if they want school to teach about human rights 

(see Table 38). 

Table 37: Frequency distribution of the perception towards human rights 

education of those who confirmed they are not receiving human rights 

education (n=45). 

% (F) 

You wish school did teach you this 53.3% (24) 

You do not wish school did teach you this 15.6% (7) 

Not sure if you wish school to teach you this 31.1% (14) 

Total 100.0% (45) 

Table 38: Crosstabulation of the perception towards human rights education of 

those who confirmed they are not receiving human rights education by sex and 

option. 

Gender Option 

Boys Girls Option Non-optiop 

% F % F % F % F 

You wish school did 57.1% (4) 0.0% (0) 47.4% (9) 42.9% (6) 

teach you this 

You do not wish school 28.6% (2) 0.0% (0) 21.1% (4) 7.1% (1) 

did teach you this 

Not sure if you wish 14.3% (1) 0.0% (0) 31.6% (6) 50.0% (7) 

school to teach you this 

Total 100 % (7) 0.0% (0) 100% (19) 100% (14) 
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Students were also asked for their response towards human rights education as 

an educational right. As indicated by Table 39, the largest percentage of 

students (88.4%) either strongly agree or agree that human rights education is 

an educational right. However, 4. 7% strongly disagree or disagree with this 

standpoint and 6.8% take no position. Further analysis of this response through 

two-way Anova shows that no significant interaction based on gender, option 

or the gender*option interaction (see table 40) is present. 

Table 39: Frequency distribution of the responses considering learning about 

rights as an educational right. (n=147) 

% (F) 

Strongly Disagree 2.7% (4) 

Disagree 2.0% (3) 

Neither agree nor disagree 6.8% (10) 

Agree 41.5% (61) 

Strongly Agree 46.9% (69) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

Table 40: ANOVA summary table showing students' response to the statement 

asking them if they consider learning about Human rights as an educational 

right. 

Sum of Mean 

Source Squares Df Square F p-value 

Sex 3.442 1 3.442 4.664 .276 

Option .125 1 .125 .169 .752 

Sex* Option .738 1 .738 .946 .332 

Error 111.583 143 .780 
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When asked if they agree that all students should have access to human rights 

education, the majority of students either agree (35.4%) or strongly agree 

(27.2%) that they should have such access. However, one cannot ignore the 

standpoint of the 19% who could neither agree nor disagree and the 18.4% who 

either disagree or strongly disagree with this idea (see Table 41). No 

significant gender, option or the gender*option interaction effect was found 

when students were asked if they consider that all students should have access 

to human rights education (see Table 42) 

Table 41: Frequency distribution of the responses confirming human rights 

education as an educational right. (n=147) 

% (F) 

Strongly Disagree 4.1% (6) 

Disagree 14.3% (21) 

Neither agree nor disagree 19.0% (28) 

Agree 35.4% (52) 

Strongly Agree 27.2% (40) 

Total 100.0% (147) 

Table 42: ANOV A summary table showing students' response confirming 

human rights education as an educational right. 

Sum of Mean 

Source Squares Df Square F p-value 

Sex 1.799 1 1.799 107.739 .061 

Option 1.799 1 1.799 107.739 .061 

Sex* Option .017 1 .017 .013 .910 

Error 186.951 143 1.307 
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3.5.2 Teachers' notions of Human Rights education 

The inherently positive students' attitude towards human rights education 

evident through the data presented above is not the main focus of teachers' 

initial response to their understanding of human rights education. For teachers, 

this was mainly a process of imparting legalistic knowledge of documentation 

and the specification of rights (Teacher 1) to students. Teachers have to 

'identify rights, ask who has these rights and identify what happens if a country 

does not respect those rights and what happens if they don't' (Teacher 1) but 

they also have to use discussion about rights 'to encourage (the) promotion of a 

democratic society' (Teacher 5). Within the option, human rights education 

always starts at the same place: the European Convention of Human Rights and 

the historical development of human rights and a discussion of what human 

rights are. It is impossible not to study 'the actual conventions and laws ... as 

expected by the European Studies syllabus' (Teacher 4). The syllabus exposes 

students to exams that often focus on human rights' definitions and 

documentation. 

Conceptualizing human rights as examinable information creates the difficulty 

of having to teach theory as 'law' (Teacher 6), unless teachers employ syllabus 

content to help students realize that human rights can be considered as a turning 

point within the European context and to establish what should be 

acknowledged as basic human rights. 

'It is important that you show the documents of human rights 
from the historical perspective of the development of human 
rights from the French Revolution, United Nations, Council of 
Europe and European Union. Apart from these highly 
theoretical aspects, we explore how human rights are put into 
practice.' 

(Teacher 3) 

In the teaching of rights, a dichotomy is created by teachers between what 

comprises the theory of human rights and the practicality of human rights 

implementation that increases students' interest and participation (Teacher 1, 

Teacher 3, Teacher 4, Teacher 6). As confirmed by data collected through 
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students' questionnaires, the majority of students come in contact with human 

rights either during their primary years or during the first years of their 

secondary education (cross refer to pg 51/52). Thus, students taking European 

studies already have some idea of human rights. However, at Form Four level 

the teaching of human rights moves beyond the presentation of facts and 

details, giving way to a more holistic approach which allows for 'examining 

today's changing perspectives of humanity' (Teacher 4) and 'promote(s) a 

healthier, and more understanding society, as it is important to learn to live 

together' (Teacher 5). Creating an awareness of human rights can be achieved 

'in the classroom, during assemblies' and through commemoration of 'special 

dates' (Teacher 6). However, human rights become more meaningful if 

students interact with human rights realities that actually surround them. It is 

only a real conceptualization of the practicality of rights that helps to shape 

attitudes that are accepted by society, to develop their students' sense of values 

that encourage social responsibility and to cultivate a culture of critical 

consc10usness. 

'Human rights education is about helping youngsters to accept 
everybody, be it their classmates, their nationals or anybody 
in the world. Human rights education is not only about the 
European Convention of Human Rights or the United Nations 
Universal Declaration on Human Rights, but also about the 
interpretation of such rights in our day-to-day life.' 

(Teacher 4) 

Most teachers in this study emphasized that human rights do not gain meaning 

in a vacuum, but become real when they become a part not only of what they 

are studying but of what they are living. Teachers rely on perspectives into the 

experiences and understandings of human rights that surround their students to 

bridge the gap between human rights legislation and the underlying themes of 

human rights. Thus as I shall explain later on, they develop methodologies that 

help students discover their own views on complexities that surround them and 

to form their own understanding of social realities. 

To integrate human rights concepts, issues and principles teachers refer to the 

use of overall pedagogies which are quite similar to practices proposed by 

Council of Europe and non-governmental organizations referred to in the 
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second chapter. Real life examples (Teacher 7), problem-solving (Teacher 4, 

Teacher 5), role plays (Teacher 3, Teacher 5) and practical actions like 

'forming petitions' (Teacher 3), encourage student involvement to convey a 

better understanding of human rights. However, the main, tool for 

implementing human rights education is the use of discussions. Discussions 

depend on personal experience and are more relevant for students as they allow 

for an interpretation of everyday life experiences (Teacher 5, Teacher 7) that 

have both human rights implications and personal relevance (Teacher 5). 

Teachers explain how practice-oriented discussions that usually rely on the 

students' individual experiences of human rights encourage dialogue. Placing 

certain human rights documents about a context of concepts in current events 

and present ways of life fosters a deeper awareness around topics and issues 

that affect students' experience. This often means that the conversation in 

general follows the topics of discussion locally and internationally at the time, 

and often touches on controversial and conflicting topics. 

The most common issues mentioned by teachers include the issue of illegal 

immigration as a major current concern of Maltese society and challenges 

arising from it. The presence of illegal immigrants and refugees is often 

reflected when discussing human rights with teachers. A teacher recounts a 

story of outright abuse towards an illegal immigrant that a student witnessed 

and her expressions of anger (Teacher 5). Students' are highly concerned about 

balancing between rights as presented by official declarations and the laws of 

the country vis-a-vis the economic concerns that illegal immigration brings 

with it. 'At times students put forward their ideas about how these immigrants 

are a burden for Malta and that these people are taking the jobs of Maltese, 

particularly in the case if someone has a brother of father who is unemployed' 

(Teacher 7). Such concerns are also evident in the open-ended response given 

by students in the questionnaire. Students do not question the rights of illegal 

immigrants as people, 'every person in the society I live (in) have the same 

rights, like me even tough he/she has a different race' (Student 133) but are 

concerned on issues of conflicting rights 'we help people in need but not bring 

them in our country to ruin us' (Student 48). 
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Educating in human rights provides further advantages to teaching realities 

because they appeal to students' 'common interest' (Teacher 1) and thus latter 

'really look forward to this part of the syllabus' (Teacher 3). Students like 

human rights as they like the idea that they have at least some control over their 

experiences because 'they have rights' (Teacher 6). This positive response is 

also expected because most human rights concepts are easy to understand and 

thus students can 'actively debate different situations' (Teacher 4). Besides, 

human rights are so meaningful to students' realities that one can easily start 

such education 'at primary level' (Teacher 6). Within secondary school, 

human rights situations can be adaptable to different levels of students' 

academic ability. 'Every child irrespective of her level is able to discuss. A 

brighter student goes into more detail but weak students can still go into detail' 

(Teacher3). Students' interest as accounted for by teachers helps in 

understanding why the majority of students have a positive attitude towards 

human rights education (cross refer to pg 55). Students' not only perceive 

access to human rights education as an educational right but attribute school 

the role in the teaching of human rights. 

Meanwhile, human rights also provide opportunities to work together on 

related themes across the curriculum (Teacher 4, Teacher 6). A call for a cross 

curricular approach had already been referred to in chapter 1 as it is 

emphasized through circulars. Teachers argue that human rights concepts are 

of an interdisciplinary nature and not exclusive to any field and can thus 

become an integral part of the conversation regardless of the area of study. 

They also identify subjects that could emphasize such education including 

social studies (Teacher 3), 'other subjects such as PSD and Religious studies' 

(Teacher 4) and languages (Teacher 6). Teachers also report that they have 

'worked together on some occasions' (Teacher3) and that such cross-curricular 

approaches are sometimes put in practice through participation in projects 

created outside the school such as 'ESTELLE project' (Teacher 3) working on 

human rights related themes with other students outside their group. 

This point raises concerns about opportunities for teachers to collaborate in 

developing a more critical approach. One might argue for the need of school 
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structures and timetabling arrangements that allow for collaboration. However 

one has to question whether teacher collaboration would enhance and support 

the exiting approaches to the teaching of human rights? My argument is that 

teachers' collaboration needs to have the pedagogical aim of deeper reflective 

thinking of human rights established to be able to yield the desired pedagogies 

that encourage student to move away from a law abiding understanding of 

human rights. Teachers themselves have to develop their own critical 

appraisals of human rights as the ground from which their students can do 

likewise. This would help students perceive human rights as something that 

needs to be thought and rethought in relation to others rather than statements 

that help secure what they are entitled to. 

Summary and Conclusion 

The detailed accounts presented above are intended to give pictures of student 

and teacher perceptions and awareness of human rights. In presenting these 

views I held onto the principle of respecting the rights of the participant to 

develop and express their own views and opinions about the topic at hand. 

Data collected shows that students at Form Four level are aware of both the 

importance of human rights and human rights education irrespective of gender 

or option. However students' perspective is motivated and inspired by an 

educational approach to human rights that seeks to give them information about 

human rights (Banks 2008, Tibbitts 2008) and a social cultural climate that 

encourages an emphasis on individual rights rather than on rights aimed as 

ensuring collective social responsibility (McEvoy, 2007, Elliot, 2007, 

O'Donnell 2007, Yacoub, 2005). As will be discussed in chapter 4, students 

question human rights only when the rights of others seem to conflict with their 

own rights. 

Teachers' response in this study shows that they go beyond the formal demands 

of the syllabus to impart human rights as laws and take the 'normative and 

legal' (Tibbitts 2008:3) approach to human rights education. They often 

engage students in discussion choosing a participative approach to maintain 

'collective efforts in clarifying concepts, analyzing themes and doing activities' 

(Tibbitts, 2008:4) yet they do little to develop a critical approach to human 
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rights. For instance, teachers are highly aware of controversial issues related to 

human rights such as the issue of universalization of this construction. 

However, within the classroom they neither problematize (nor even mention) 

the westernized formation of human rights nor do they debate human rights as 

principles forming as 'part of history . . . vary(ing) with societies and 

develop(ing) differently through space, time and moment' (Yacoub, 2005: 79). 

Teachers should be encouraged to a wider approach to human rights and human 

rights education through the use of activities such as simulations, debates, 

games, participant presentations, the use of visual aids such as photographs, 

political cartoons, posters, field trips, folk stories, literature and poetry, 

newspapers and magazines, radio and television, videos and movies (EMHRN 

2008:8), write-up newspapers and photographs (Lucas et al. 2008) that leave 

room for a change towards a more critical approach to human rights and human 

rights education. Such resources lead themselves more to independent thinking 

and interpretation (EMHRN 2008) however they do not guarantee a reflective 

and critical approach (cross refer to pg 72) unless they are used to 'stimulate' 

students' interest and 'transfer' relevant information so that students can, 

'apply' and 'review' (NIHRC 2008:17) human rights situations. 

When reading through the data however, it is important to bear in mind that this 

study deals with a very small sample and that no re-tests have been performed. 

Besides students' responses should not interpret them as solely arising from 

teaching-learning experiences or related to teachers own lack of critical 

perspectives of human rights. As many educational theorists point out 

(Sutherland & Crowther, 2007, Mayo, 1999) educational experiences are not 

only formed within schools and classrooms especially in an age where 

technological advancement has opened up opportunities of learning as well as 

opportunities for the reification of dominant views. What this account points 

out to is the urgent need for teachers to engage in a critical pedagogy in 

teaching human rights. The responses of students in this study could be 

insightful in developing such pedagogy and this is what I will further explore in 

the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Towards a Critical approach to human rights teaching and learning 

Discussion and Conclusion 

4.1 Discussion 

The departure point of this study was to locate institutionalized attempts to 

include human rights within the Maltese educational system. The research 

presented in the first chapter shows that human rights education took place 

according to a vision of education as an acculturation process, one that 

cultures and familiarises students with universalised values. Education here 

is conceived as contributing to social cohesion (Heyneman, 2000: 174). As 

'schools have traditionally played a major part in ethe) process' (Cole, 

2006:4) the transmission of knowledge of human rights need stood also as 

having the interest of hegemonising world views rather than questioning 

them or opening them. 

The education division in Malta, has throughout the last 60 years taken a 

rather top-down approach to human rights education dictating what should 

be done in schools to familiarize students with human rights issues (see 

Chapter one). These measures reflect local attempts to include such 

education and to comply with the country's 'international' commitments to 

educate for and implement human rights. As argued in chapter two, the use 

of schools in the reproduction of values is a common political practice. 

Formal education satisfies the basic right for the education of children in 

getting the knowledge of rights. However, as I will argue in this concluding 

chapter, it contradicts their basic right to being cultured through freedom of 

thought and expression and the basic practice of human rights themselves. 

4.2 Getting to know Human Rights 

In general students participating in study have a general knowledge of 

human rights irrespective of gender, reflecting the idea of human rights 

education as the acquisition of knowledge of human rights. 82% confirm 
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that human rights are the rights of the individual acquired on the basis of 

his/her humanity whilst nearly 60% could identify human rights 

documentation by name. Such response substantiates that the aims of the 

official policy of informing students about the existence of human rights are 

being achieved. Yet their response to the open ended question about human 

rights usefulness stresses that students have a very individualized attitude 

towards human rights endorsing the liberal view of human rights. Based on 

'the individualism of agency' (Weyl 2009:140), such view, insist on the 

impo1iance of individual rights as 'paramount, and group . . . rights are 

inconsistent with the inimical to the rights of the individual' Banks 

2008:131). 

The degree of students' positive response should not be interpreted as solely 

the reflection of successful formal schooling. "Rights are often utilized 

rhetorically and rather loosely in everyday talk,' (Untherhalter, 2007:87) 

thus data collected could reflect an indication of human rights awareness in 

everyday life, the impact of the media or the influence of both official 

bodies like UN and UNESCO and voluntary non-governmental 

organisations among others (see chapters 1 and 2). As already discussed in 

Chapter 2, human rights are often part and parcel of our westernised culture 

and deeply embedded in our ways of living. Furthermore, educational 

boundaries inside/outside schools are rapidly melting down. This is not to 

underestimate the role of teachers in counteracting taken forgranted ideas 

about human rights. Participating teachers and students (93%) indicate a 

general acceptance that schools have a role in human rights education. 

Most students (87%) confirmed that they think that learning about human 

rights is an educational right and over 60% of the students agree or strongly 

agree that all students should have access to human rights education. 

Students in the study also verify that they came in contact with human 

rights education very early. 47% of the students in the study indicated that 

they acquired basic knowledge about human rights during the years of 

primary education. The primary Year 5 syllabus mentions human rights in 

relation to social development (Education Division Syllabus, 2008:96). A 
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further 19% of the students indicated that they came in contact with such 

knowledge within the early years of secondary schooling. Holden and 

Clough (2005) justify such an early input of human rights because 

intrinsically children 'from a very young age are already asking hard 

questions about their lives and the lives of others in an unjust society' 

(Holden and Clough, 2005:16). 

4.3 Teachers as translators of human rights to class practice 

Pykett (2009) highlights the role of teachers as a go-between policy and 

curriculum and practice as 'teachers translate curricula texts into classroom 

practice through the lenses of their own located experiences and 

perceptions' (Pykett, 2009:818). Teachers are intermediaries between 

syllabi that continue in the tradition of a human rights education in 

presenting human rights through the legalistic language of conventions and 

the need to cultivate students' interest through a more practical approach 

based on conceptions and personal experience of human rights. Despite 

constraints of the syllabus, lack of 'experience of teaching about legal 

issues' (Osler in Holden & Clough, 2005:122) and the limits set by the 

general Maltese socio-cultural expectations, local teachers manage to 

include practical pedagogical approaches and rock the boat. 

However in spite of their initiatives teachers encounter difficulties in 

transforming human rights education from a culture of reproducing and 

reinforcing the western individualized understanding of the idea of rights 

referred to in the second chapter into an education for 'open-mindedness' 

(CoE 2008:19). Enforcement of human rights by law is generally 

welcomed and perceived as positive, and there is no indication that local 

teachers envisage human rights as imposed. This explains why most 

students irrespective of gender and option see human rights as useful, and a 

source of protection for the individual within the Maltese state. 

Notwithstanding teachers are at an ambivalent position which makes them 

reluctant to question human rights. On one hand they might get in trouble 

with school administration and on the other questioning might undermine 
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the value their students give to human rights concepts. 

4.4 Human rights violations 

Discussions engaged in inside the classroom are limited to examples of 

human rights and human rights' violations, which are used to generate a 

space and create a context in which teachers and students can openly debate 

about rights themselves. Todd compares the 'teaching about violations as 

much as it is with teaching about rights themselves' to the creation of 'a 

magnificent monument to the potentialities of human life free from 

suffering' (Todd, 2009: 62). She sees this as a favourable way of creating a 

'balance' between discussions of violations and the need for justice, 

however it fails in promoting a human rights education 'reconceived along 

the lines ofresponse to this suffering' (Todd 2009:63). 

Reference to the use of examples of human rights violations within the 

classroom context is highly evident even through students' response to a 

question focusing on the existence of human rights violations. 95% of the 

students indicated that they are aware of human rights violation occurrences 

both locally and internationally. Nevertheless, in an open-ended question, 

only ten students could identify examples of human rights violations 

occurring locally. One would expect a more pronounced response 

regarding violations, especially from those who study human rights as part 

of their option. However, this inadequate student response is 

understandable if one considers that teachers' reference to human rights 

violations mainly focuses on examples of violations occurring abroad, 

rather than on human rights violations occurring locally (see page 47). This 

lack of ability to identify such violations indicates that teachers often steer 

clear of discussing human rights in local contexts. Often, teachers are afraid 

that they end up in trouble with parents or school management if they 

attempt to provide alternative interpretations to locally occurring violations. 

Such dialogue might challenge the general socio-cultural expectations 

referred to earlier in this chapter. Thus citation of examples from abroad 

are considered as safer notwithstanding that other countries are represented 
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as inferiors due to their non-abiding to human rights (Canderas, 2005). 

Meanwhile both teachers and students (cross refer to pg 48) highlight local 

human rights violations as those arising from negative attitudes towards 

immigrants and certain groups including gays. Teachers further identify 

violations of rights related to work. 

'Such topics create hot discussions and activities such as role
plays held with my students to make them aware of the 
importance of accepting everyone regardless of their sexual 
orientation and race.' 

(Teacher 4) 

'We talk about gays and about illegal immigrants, at times 
students put forward their ideas about how these immigrants 
are a burden for Malta and that these people are taking the 
jobs of Maltese, particularly in the case if someone has a 
brother of father who is unemployed.' 

(Teacher 5) 

Reference to these cases of human rights violations seems 

contradictory to my earlier statements that teachers are afraid to refer 

to local examples of violations. However, I think that teachers are not 

afraid to focus on these particular incidents of human rights violations 

for two reasons. On one hand they know that the debate about the 

rights of illegal immigrants and gay rights (and especially gay 

marriages) is nationally diffused and these issues are sometimes even 

discussed through the media. On the other hand they know that locally 

there are groups that speak about immigrant rights and gay rights and 

thus they have points of reference. 

4 ') r:ritir.riL:mnrortr.h to human rights 

As shown in this study, educating for human rights (even within the option 

context) is still seen an end in itself. Often this targets the transmission of 

knowledge about human rights and focuses on human rights education as a 

straightforward activity where rights are not challenged. The present 

teaching approach satisfies the demands of the syllabus and helps students 
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to understand the relevant concepts of rights (Holden & Clough, 2005). 

Furthermore, the use of activities such as petitioning in favour of human 

rights, discussing such rights, participating in different educational 

programmes or working together on same human rights-related themes 

across the curriculum allow students to relate to human rights 'in an 

entertaining, participative way ... stimulating and enjoyable' (Spencer in 

Osler, 2000:26). 

Notwithstanding that these activities are educationally relevant is, the 

present approach leaves much to be desired if the aim of human rights 

education is to empower students. Human rights education should 

'Go(ing) beyond factual content to include skills, attitudes, 
values, experiences and action requires an educational 
structure that is «horizontal» rather than «hierarchical.» Its 
democratic structure engages each individual and empowers 
her or him to think and interpret independently. It encourages 
critical analysis of real-life situations and seeks to lead to 
thoughtful and appropriate action to promote and protect 
human rights.' 

(EMHRN 2008:7) 

There is the need to take a more explicitly active and reflexive approach 

that questions and challenges human rights beyond the objectives of suiting 

self interests. Creating an awareness of human rights and cultivating 

positive values are a starting point but the development of critical thinking 

requires students to analyse, synthesize and extrapolate 'information and 

knowledge to new situations' (Council of Europe 2008:30). This requires a 

re-constructing human rights education based on the development of further 

skills such as the ability to contrast and create comparisons (Council of 

Europe 2008), 'to think in one dimensional ways ... with a number of ways 

of interpreting the world not just the dominant ones' (Cole, 2006:4) and to 

'live well with ambiguity and dilemma' (Todd 2009:67). It also 

necessitates open-mindedness, 'independent reasonmg and critical 

awareness' (Osler, 2000: 14). Questioning and challenging human rights 

makes students aware of conflicting views and the interests behind these 

views and 
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'can indeed contribute to a more nuanced pedagogical 
intervention, one that seeks not to silence voices in the name 
of our own discomfort, but seeks to recognize the "wrong" by 
opening up new contexts for shared meaning and continued 
contestation' 

(Todd 2009: 114) 

To expand human rights to critical approach alternative practical critical 

pedagogical methods are necessary. As referred to earlier in Chapter 3 

various tools can be used to develop critical skills (cross refer to pg 64) but 

as I hinted in the previous chapter such resources do not ensure critical 

thinking. It is the political commitments of the teacher to be active in 

promoting this pedagogy and also in working with other teachers that helps 

to achieve this end. 

A cross-curricular approach can strengthen a critical approach as it brings in 

'the different perspectives of each area and the varied backgrounds of the 

teachers' (ICRC, 2003:7) and engages 'students who have strengths in 

different areas' (ICRC, 2003 :7). Yet, to be effective, collaboration means 

that 'teachers need introduction to the pedagogy' (ICRC, 2003:7) of taking 

a cross curricular approach. As referred to earlier, within local school 

contexts, collaboration has been advocated but so far coordination of cross

curricular efforts had always depended on teachers' initiative (cross refer to 

pg 63). Successful collaboration cannot be based on haphazard initiatives 

but as suggested by ICRC (2003), it requires a stable programme, the 

presence of a co-ordinating teacher and the specification of 'the sequence in 

which explorations - and ... concepts - are presented' (ICRC, 2003:7). 

4.6 Limitations and further studies 

Despite efforts to offer a wide insight into perspectives of teaching and 

learning of human rights this study does have shortcomings that should be 

acknowledged. One important limitation to the study included non

response (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias 2005). When heads of schools 

were asked to give permission to carry out this study in their school one 
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school refused permission. This further limited the number of girls taking 

the option participating in the study. Non-response by individual students 

was almost nil, although students in the study were given the option to 

refuse to participate. Only one student taking the option chose to do so. 

Differences in students' perspectives would have been more evident if the 

data collected quantitatively was backed by qualitative data including, for 

example, the use of focus groups. Qualitative data collection would have 

given deeper insights into the information collected quantitatively and 

would have allowed for an analysis of students' reasoning behind their 

response. This generates the need for further studies within this area. 

Meanwhile, teachers in the study provided very revealing information both 

in interpreting their notions of human rights and in describing their attitudes 

to human rights education. The use of quantitative data collection methods 

would allow one to include the response of other teachers who are also 

involved in the teaching of human rights, including Social studies and PSD 

teachers. 

Another aspect of the study that could be further explored would be the use 

of human rights education for cross-curricular activities. Teachers' 

interviews give indications of the existence of such an approach within 

schools. The need of a cross-curricular approach was also emphasized by 

circulars as referred to in Chapter 1. It would be interesting to know if local 

initiatives in such an approach are as constructive in local schools as those 

referred to in literature especially in relation to the setting up of colleges. 

Yet a more controversial study would focus on how far school practices 

locally are structured to promote human rights, including the implications of 

human rights theory put to practice with special reference to the effects on 

both teachers and students. Are the rights of teachers and students really 

respected within the local educational system? Do we accept and respect 

the rights of teachers and students to challenge existing practices, or are 

they simply expected to conform and fit within the institutionalized 

structure? 
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Conclusion 

Choosing what to study is not a neutral choice. My decision to study 

human rights education was mainly brought about by the fact that my 

teaching of this topic as part of the European Studies syllabus generated 

student interest and debate in class which needs to be taken seriously to 

contribute to a fruitful approach to the idea of rights. In European Studies, 

time constraints and an overburdened syllabus set a major limitation in the 

way human rights are dealt with in our classrooms. Word and time limits in 

the presentation of this study prevent me from further exploring how this 

critical approach may be practically brought about. This entails a separate 

research project which would entail the participation of teachers and 

students themselves. My main conclusion, therefore, is that whilst we have 

done a lot in informing about human rights, such education has to be 

developed with a different pedagogical framework in mind. We now need 

to move away from simply informing our students about human rights and 

make a leap in quality when teaching for human rights by interpreting and 

using them so that they 'learn to evaluate real-life experience in human 

rights terms, starting with their own behaviour and the immediate 

community in which they live.' (OHCHR 2003: 62) 

'Education exists on the precarious border between the world 
we live in and the world that will come into being ... it must 
deal with the present without disenabling the chance for 
children to reimagine the future' 

(Todd, 2009: 20) 
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DF A: Department of Finance and Administration 

EMHRN: Euro-Mediterranean Human Rights Network 

HREOC : Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission 

ICRC: International Committee of the Red Cross 

MAS: Moviment Azzjoni Socjali 

NIHRC: Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission 

OHCHR: Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights 

SILC: Student Services and International Relations 

UN: United Nations 

UNESCO : United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization 

UREC : University Research Ethics Committee 
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Appendices 



Appendix 1 

Education Division - The Education division is the governmental body 

responsible for 'to provide Maltese citizens with real and fair choices in the 

important sectors of education' (Education Division 2009). It is responsible 

for the administration of schools in all educational sectors from 

kindergarten to university on the island. 

University Research Ethics Committee (UREC) - The university board 

responsible to 'safeguard both ethical standards and efficiency while 

ensuring proper accountability' (UREC, 2007: 1) regulating 'all research 

involving human subjects carried out at the University, both by students and 

by members of staff' (UREC, 2007: 1 ). 
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Appendix 2 

Sample of letter circulars 

A collection of circulars (up to 2001) can presently be found at Sala Frans 

Sammut in Floriana. After 2001, the division changed its practice of sending 

circulars in letter fonnat and began to e-mail circulars to schools (DF A 

107 /2002). So far a hard copy collection of e-mailed circulars is not preserved 

with the preceding circulars. Acquisition of the last six years of circulars up to 

2007 depended on the school archives at St. Theresa Junior Lyceum, Mriehel. 

Note that all circulars are identified through an abbreviation of the body issuing 

circular, number of circular and date for instance DPD 04196 stands for: 

DPD: Department of Planning and development 

04: Circular number 4 

96: Date in which the circular was issued- 1996 

SILC: Student Services and International Relations 
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CIRCULAR No.81/56~ 

dIRCULil.R TO ALL F..EATIS OF SCHOOL. 

L UNITED NATION'S DAY. 

EDUCATION OFFICE 
VALLETTA. 

19~h OctOb~r,· 1956j_ 

·.· ., .. 

Reference circular No. 80/56 please. see 
the following' notes:~ · . ._·,· :.:: 

. ; ··~ ', :~ : 
The purposes of the United Nations are outlined in the 

first urticle of its Charter. :Briefly. they ·are: to maintain.·-:.· 
peace; to develop frieilfily relutions'fu:J.ong nations;· tb . . . ... 
promote the welfare of all human beings; and to provide.the means 
by which antions can. work together to. attain these ends. · . 
These purposes are simple and everyone will approve· oL .. thet:·· ,, ·,'. ::-~:.,, .. ., 
There is, h~w~ver, a ~ood deal of-_ scep~icis~m as to,whetM!i ,,y,.,.,:'..:::'./;'~~/ 
or not the United Nati.ons can achieve its aims, This ·scepticJ.sm;' >;,:::· .. ' 
is due partly to thinking of. the United Nations merely as an:<·.,.;;'.\;;,·, ' ... <; 
organisation of diplomatic representatives of its N'elllbers. Gov$r~f:\''.~(\' 

· ments. .~,; ·' ·.;~.\~-·~z .~; 
•. -~~!( 

But the United i'it:ltions is ni.ore than this. - It i~ an/ '"~\::;·1 "':·-:;: 
associi:i-tion

11
of. the peoples o~ the world, of 11 We the· :People,·a.:qf::'.::f',::;,',:j 

the United ations," There are many rc.ferences to ·peoplest-.. · ·-:::•::1:'./,::··,; 
their welf'are and their rights in the Charter. The Char.te:~"i toci f·: , >>;';":=c; 
authorizes the Economic a.rid Social Cmmcil to consult internatl,ona;l.':f;:;; 
and national non-governmental organisations in. plai;mir:ig' its .. ·::-':'.;'.:/;~:.,;.;~.; 
programms. - Most people are therefore represented in the. United .. «''/·;t; 
Nations in two ways; first, through the delegates of their: own":. ·,.:,r,::·(;:':':i 
governments; and second, through internationfl)l non-goverrimen:U.ar , ,.: r .. 
organisations - religious professional,' educational·, . or so.cial--" :, .>; /: 
to which a great many persons belong. -· .. · ·. ·'- _..,.,_: '·:.' ... :;".. 

> ;l,. ' ' ~; r 

The Uni tcd Nations. Cfu"'l be the peoples' rrovement, "and if' . ; .. 
it is to succeef!. it must be. the greatest danger which lieei ahead· 
for the United II ations arn1 the peace and welfare of humanity _is., 

,.not sb .much the disagreements of governments as .the apathy,··.. . . 
indifference, and scepticism of ordinary people. The action of. · · 
all governments is based ultimately on popular support. If .,the 

'ordinary peo:pl_.§l.....know about the Uni1ted Nations, .if they''r€ia1,li . .'··· .-
1.want it to suuceed, they can help a great deal by building .'.1.lP. a/. :: · _·.· 
·; solid body of public oponion in support of its projects:. · .<: '.'-:: ··;,<.: .,_,_'i'>'l 

NOTES O~ .. TH~ SP!JClALISED AG~iWI_ES : .· . · .... : _ • . -~ ~~~3~;,J;.·:::23:.{~~'.t~~~~m 
7. .: ·, The. Specialised Agencies are· organisations .establislieu··:··,;;;.<':;;~\t 
, . -~Y · inter..:.governmental aggreeliients arid' hav.i.rig wide res_ponsibil:i.fi-{ii$_;%~ 

in economic, social, pultural 1 educati'ona1 1 health, and:_!'.t'sl~te:d:(?.,>"~:.:~;, 
,.,, fields, The following are I-the . .oore "im:po;rtffil;t :apeoialise·Ci.· a.:geho~,~~.~~;~~ 

THE INTER~l.TIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION , , . ·" . ' , . ·:'\·~',.'.:~};);'~f~]~~,~; 
Workers, employers, and governments. share in nill.king :the_;-:(,Yci:X:. 

decisions of the International Labour Organisation,·· whose::: !1 tii-:t: '>i~;.r,~ 
partie 11 structure makes it different from all other :int.ar"' , .. · :·;'~,;.',» 
governmental agencies. · · · · :.'.: .,_ ':;.,:,< .. _ .. :::.?? 

ILO ·1s one of the old.est specio:li~ed agencies,:.~s~o'c{~tea:x~J;;:. 
with the United Nations and is the sol!e survivor among tpe',:_ilit~~""'t':''•{;·::: 
governmental bodior; trnt up aftP.r thP. Fir:=rt; Worlfl WFn:-; '. H10·.:'.' · ,'.;·<_;;:·;;<<. 
'helps its member governments in many ways· by :providing miE:lsiona;·:\'.'rJ:\/ 
conducting training cpuraes, and doing research on which nume_):tou's'.;'ii''(,,W 

... social studies, economic reports, statistics,· t.t:nd · peri.odice,1,~". :~':;»;.:;·;;:.·;~ 
arc• based. . .··~ - . ' . . " ,'·, , ',,;::.-' ...• ,'·,·;~.t:i',/:;:\w;;~~~~ 

It participated in. the United N'ations,.ex:panded :orogrruruna~,;;'3() 
of technical assiatnnce, It hel:ps countries raise:l:l~ng·, atand·;~';'."1•,;.:;i'.ii~'
"a!'ds through advice' ~n a variety·_ of, t.ech21ic:al · t:Lelas and 1°Y~h , ~: ·}Si.)~;~;i~:~ 

/""partic1;llar 1 . by. teach;i-ng vrnrkcr~; ·_ emplo~.~:rs. apd<gover~ph.t.s .h9;:-',:,,:·;.:'.·'~AJ';t~ 

.. • ,·... . :.::,_·,t-.~, p~O~~c;<1::t·~·~•;~'If/t::f;/~{~~1 
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to produce more and better goods. It also helps gover:nments 
cross the barriers that prevent the flow of workers from over- · 
populated countr:i.es remaining unJer- developed for lack of 
man-power. 

THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANISATION 

}'L.O was founded in October, 1945 the first inter-govern-· 
mental agency established af·ter the Second World War, It is 
governed by a Conference in which each of the 71 member nations 
has one vote. The Conference meets every two years , exaept 
when a majority deems it necesroJary to J'luet in the intervening 
year, 

"Between sessio11s 1 'the 1'.li.D 'Ci:mnc:ilt t:tirn'];losceCi 'G.."t 1J'i:'~'$~11-lt 
of representatives of twenty-four member net:1ons, acts· as the 
governing body. 

Its chief aims are to help nations raise the standard 
of living; to improve nutri.tion of the people of all countries; 
to increase the efficiency of f2,rraing 1 forestry 1 and fisheries~ 
'to better the conditions of rural people; and, ·through e.11. these · 
means to widen the opportunity of all people for productive work. 

UNITED NATIONS :EDUCL.TION.:,L, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTUR1~L 

ORGLNIS: .. TION 

The purpose of mmsco 11 is to contribute to pe2.ce. and 
security by promoting collabor2ti:n among the nations through 
education, science, and cul turc in order to further ."uni versai· 
respect for justice, for the rule of lnw 1 and for human rights 
a~ fundamental freedoms which are affirmed for the :peoples · 
of the world, without distinction ·,of race, sex, language, or· 
religion, by the Charter of.the United Nations". , 

UNESCO works to improve and extend educational facil
ities and to promote. education for intorno.tiorn1l understanding.: 
In fighting illiteracy, a major proje,ct .i·s to establish e, net
work of regional centres to tre.in teachers in the techniques 
of fundamental education. 

To promote intorngtional scientific co-operation, 
UNESCO initiates meetings between scientists and.aids inter
national scientific org2.nisation. .It helps in the teaching 
and :popularization of Ecience and gives special encouragement 
to scientific research, It coordinates .world rese''crch ·on. arid 
zones, Six fh:ld science offices have been ·set up for Latin 
America,· the :Middle East and Asia, UNESCO studies soci::d 
tensions between peoplEB and 1 on request, provides experts on 
specific s6cial science problems. 

n 
:·i 
r 
I 

'f 
,; :f. 

. . 

Its prograL1L1.e of cultural activities aims at promoting·· ; 
favourable condi ticns for intellectual cooperation among artists, musi~ 
philosophers, an<1 men of letter.s, It endeavours to protect 
crer,ti ve work and its authors, and assists in acqu::dnting peoples 
with the world's cultural heritage. With experts from many count
ries, it has rlrrcftcd an International Copyright Convention. 

TTNJi:fiOO provirl0s infor1;ni;ion on world-wjr]P, opportnniti8A 
for study, travel, and work abroad for education purposes, and it 
administers :fellowships, 

WOl'lT.Tl Fm:'T.'l'H Of?f+.'.NT:"{//l'TON 
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,f ,'' ·. 

Nearly everywhere in.the world one of the main 6bsta6ie~' 
to health improvement i·s the grave . shortage Q:f health w.orkers : · · 
of all kinds._ WHO devotes particular attention to this·:. , 
pro'Qlem, sponsoring internat:!onal td.ining courses and seminars,·\.,:: 
arranging for· group e"Cperts to give practical on-the"."'spot · .. : · ... ::.· 
demonstration, and granting hundreds of :fellowships ea.eh year.. :, ,, 
which E?nable doctors, nurses, etc.,· tq study .. or undertake l'eseia:l';'ch 
abroad, Subjects of spacial concern in all these varied activi.t'."".': .·. 
ies, which a.re grouped toge'ther as WHO' s ·ad_visory services 1'. .i:holud,'7· 
the S't\1dY of various_· diseases.. ·• · · ·>·>,.. 

WHO also maintains central·technical services, compris ... : 
ing work in .such :fields as biolpgical standardization ,and: 
U!).i:fication of· pr.esent medical knowler!ge. · ' · ·· 

mi'' . •. L 'JVU~ ~ 
DIEECTOR OF' EDUCA~ION 4' . 

> :• '·' 

. t, r. . . 

.:,."· 

; ' 

~ .' ' ' ( ' 

. /, 

. ' : ~ ' 
; . < ·.: ... 

. ' 

':.' 
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\ 
EDUCATION OFF'lCE, 

CIRCULAR NO. 131/70 1A1, St. Cl.:rlstopher Si;ri:et, 
V AJ,L.E'l'TA. 

Ec'.uc.2117/65 eth June·, 19'70. 

Principals of CullaGes of Eeu~.-tion, 
Heads of S::co:·,rJ.;;ry Schools, 
m • ds of P;"'in-,r;y Gcl·ools, 
IJ·.;,·(~S of P)"i.vr.te Schools 

THE UNESCO ASSOC [[c'l'.l'.:D ;:;cnoor,s PROJ.ECT 
IN EDUCATIOJ:T lfOR IUTERNJ,'nONAL UUDERS'.l.'lWDIUG 

In 1953 Unesco ber;o.n a programme of educetion 
for international understo,1dine; ;;hi.eh has become known as 
the ADsociated Schools p1· ·· .i .-0t. A letter was sent to 
Gr;ver•.1ments and lfational C:·····'j ;.s:i.ons in l.lember States, 
inviting them to propose the nemes of secondary schools 
which would carry out exp2rimental pro,jects in education 
for :\.i;:tJ:;~rnational U..'1derstDm1.ing, and would be linked in tc1ic 
endeavour with schools in other countries and with Urr:sco. 

T•d. s pro;rrnmne bas cont.inued a.rid 
expanded. It was extended to teacbe.r-train.in:g 

:insti 'tutious and to primary schools. Uuesao i 
which provides certain services to .tbe. A·scci!>.ted Sclcools, 
has had to restrict the nw-.1ber it could accept from any 
one cotmtr;y-. Convinced of the val'1e of the project, some 
participating countr:i. es are planning to develop na_tional 
projects along the same 1:i.nes. '.!'}·,us, for the first time 
in history, teachers in schools in many countries, in all 
continents, are concerting their efforts, with the approvaJ 
and support of national educational autbori ties, to 
translate ·the .aims of interm1tional m1derstanding into 
effective practice in the schools. 

Mel ta has taken part in this project since 
1966 but this year 1969-70, >!0 have achfoved a record, 
through having as active partj_cipants in our programme 
17 PJ'ie;-ry, 1 Px::iv,·te ;.nd 2 S:·;c'.;:~.()t:ry Sc1•oals. 

'l'!·•e S; C'"etn•i;ot at i..' '''oco, FcriB Headqua.rters 
was very enthusiastic at this educational activity in M:·J. '·· · 
The following extract from a letter by the Secretary dated 
J1.>••u:·ry ll+th, should intsrest ;i·ou: -

"Tho s,· cJ'.'cbr.·.i.r:t is most gr2,teful to you 
for having transmitted letters from eighteen 
schools in r,:-.1t2 ·,-:hich desire to participate 
in the Af;;/. c). '\.:'.:)C\. Schools Pr~ijc:ct. 

r·:; is 'i.'i tb r:reet pleasure that the 
3,,cretariat accepts these institutions for 
participation in the fr·oject. Tliey 1.••ill 
shortly be recoi ving letters of welcome and 
basic documentation. T>e;;: will also be 
provided with subscriptions to Unesco 
periodicals of p2.rticular interest to 
Associ~tad Schools. 

\\ The Sc:hnols' :c:e0orts of the activities :I which they h1owe been carrying out or intend 
!1 to carry ot:t to promote :i.11ternational 
(understanding are very interesting." 

.... /::·. 
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.:... J .. • .,,_,.U'9¥..LL.L.t:_) J......,.. C,.U • ..J.. V.,f· ... u.1..;,__i..vt.1 l~·'-·'-''l..J. v.1..:,,.>,.•'>.."'J 

Ci_,cu1,:.r J\f:J. (A:c:i.l J_l770): 

i'.\AL'.l:A ---
1. l3o~y s J:>· ·,j_· ·_; .. 1 ~y ~;e:.·· (~ ol, 

Be: lo'«" >c-Li;j a 

Principal: L· . .J :-1:·t::r,h 
f0R'l1ELLI 

SJecial 0roject direc 
'if']'C Pi·iri:ci :;:0 1. 

Ho. of .;ro;ject ··,cT,.~~i( 

o.nts; 150 

A ').)f'O.x:i.::1· ·te ar··~e ( 1 .f 
participants: ;; n 

'F · c- l:Cvjc:ct n.:"' U .,;•n.da comprii,sos a study of the nw;:,1rn us• 
:in communico tion between I1\.: 1 !;;.- ·m) U : ;:icl2. rn(~ :if ·i:>c ~; o• 
geography arn'. f1ora and fauna of Ue;: da. In cor.uwxion.' 
the special project, the pupils collect info1:m2.t:ion uid 
materials,' d'rP.W and paint pictures touching on variou~; 
aspects of. life in U;·:,:.nda and compile scrapboo'ks •. 

2 •. · Bu,y n 1 Prj_,1,;: ry SchD;:J, 
Vi.ncent Bu·e;j:·: S :::::·et:, 
H:· .. :irun 

Sr;cc:i ::1 fl:t'o:joct: S:FAIN 

Special project .direc 

Mr Guor·ge GRECH 

No.0f oroJect partici 
- lj 

p.. ;proxj_iJi?.te 2Jr,e of 
participants: ~; t:: 

T:.·.~::ing 8;11:·r•ich ch .. ldren as a starting point, the speci<:: 
project proceeds to a consideration of the religion, 
geography, history, educatl.on, culture, agriculturo, 
j.ndustr;y and comnerce of r:Jpo.:i.n. Spccir'.l 2ct:i.v:i.ties 
include: c~·ch·~;~eG of cor:respond.ence with Spe.1".i:;11 

sc1ioolchi1dron; the collection of stamps and photograp 
8 nd teJ.ks and film-shonings on S;)0ir:. 

3. B~!J/G- l:)rl::--.~}.~yry Sc'::~ ··J ,
R:·br.\t 

f'rir:ciard: Mr John J. 
CARUANA 

S)>c~el p:ro;ject directoI 

Mr Anthon;y FENECH 

No.of oroject participan 

A. proximate age of narticio 
11 to 14 years al 

Pu~ils in classes V to VII rre taking part in the speci 
projoct. Woi:\ir•.t2; incU.v idually cmd in groupo, they utud 
the history, sports, industry and pornmerce of the \Jpj_t;. 
K:Ln,,,dom and the everyday li.vec; of Br].tinh schoolchild.re 
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4 Boys' ~:nd Girls' 1::,~:;.: .. ''.·"~~' 
& Schools, Gr~Jz,net ,S ';r ·et, 
5 M02ta 

Principal: Mi~: s C. MUSCAT 
( G • l I ,_, i... 1) ir .. s ,:;C:100 

Mr S .J. :FLRRUGIA 
(Boys' ;::ic>::<L) 

S~ccinl project: INDIA 

. S 1~.cicl project dire;c·; 

8 teachers (G~)::l;:i' .-..:-
6 teachers (Boys 1 ;s._.· 

No. of project particj 
140 r;irls (in 7 cL:u:::~3 
120 boys (in 5 class8r 

Ao1Jro:d;nate age of po.rtic 

10 to 14 years old 

The d.m of the project is to foster international underrTl: 
through the study of the dnily life of children in I~~·2. 
PL::_,ils else r-;tudy the ~~eogrp.phy, history, religions, musi 
art and custoEts of I- -:~:\.<:'. in class a11d underta.ke research 
projects. 

Activities olanned in connexion with the project ill 
talks given by people who hcwe visited or lived in Indin, 
film-showings ~nd exchnnges of correspondence. 

6 Floriana B.::;ys' ~~i'd G~_J:'ls 1 

& PrJ.;·1.:.ry Scbool, 
7 Floriena 

Principal: Mr L.:wrence J. 
CARUANA 

Miss Mf:ry GIGLIO-

S~ecial project directc 

Mr J'.B: CORDIHA AND M:i .. ::: 
J. DE B~TTISTA · 

No. of project partici~ 
180 

A:;proxirnate age of part 
ants: 11 to 15 years 

Sill:ci::·l project: The 1r "tl"erlands 

"The N::::therlarids" 7_nvc:lves a study i_)f Dutch children at 1J 
at school End Ht pl2y. ':i:. c::nTy out this pro,ject, the -._rn 
have been divided into study sections on: 

everyday life ( :~',o r:chool, the home, sports. c,;_2f 
games, stories and lesends, festivals and folklore); 

history and politic al structure of the Netherlands; 

geoc;r::phy; · 

culture (art, music, liter2ture, architecture, science, t 
lives of ~reat men); 

religion a.nd langu2ge. 

Teaching about the 
2.nd the observance of 
on-going programme oJ 
of the Floriana Bo ;:.Ts' 

u .. .;_-:·;ed N'. tions 2.nd its related q;en 
international n,;(: .. ys" for.1 e. part 0f 
ec1uc:2tion for international unders·c 
~· r'. G:i.rls' :Primary Sc:bools. 

8. G·i.rls' :'nc1 I:·Ee.nts ,sc::,001 1 · 

Si' ·:·_::i CV/i 

Principal: Mi:·;s Err0.inia 
NAUD I 

Special· project director: 

!V1ir:s Tessie AQUILINA 

No •. of nroject participant.s 

A)proximate age of partici 

10 to 13 years old 
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11. 

f'.pec±nl proj eot: 

']~:.~; c- tr:o upper clasr~e s ci.~ the school concentro.to on the Geocrr\pb:y 
of the United Ki.:,(1dozu 2.nd tbc four lower clcWSf)S on its 
c;eoe;ra.phy, clir:rnte, sites of int0rest ei1d people •. 

. 1~-: E··i~·:li!'~h . . : ::<'.;· x~«l'Lt;.,-Ct: , pupils read c.ncl \"71'i te 
about; fe.mous B' :i t;r)l'.'.s F.J:ld. about 1·i J.,j~r;~1 cvt·;tons r..u1d lor:,·.;:uds. 
1;; ·. ··t:; : !'•(1 crcfts classes,, thoy compile albums and scrp.pbooks\ 
on the U:·J.t:,d Ki·:;•:''''', · o-ke costumed rlolls and drew nnd :::d11t 
p.i.c'ti.lrcs l1c:vi11g ,;u:.i tihemus V<)ric;us aspHcts of B1·i·i;i .. :h ·~"~. 

Tl·~ s;: ci<·l .fr·c,j ect ;qill conclude with nn exhibition 
of tbo work. which the pupils have produced, a concert of foll:: 
songs and dances and with the po.cformm1ce of a play by pupJ.ls 
;'!ho have taken part in the special project. 

--------------------·---,-••«•--·---------·--,--
Glrl s 1 

( rd lc:if .~.ntf; SeJu)ol, 
Gt. EI·-·o, 
V;'lll:!l.tf, 

l:c.rciDel: Misi Bo~trice M. 
CARU.A.Nl1. 

s~~ci~l project director:· 
T ·e F'rLr.•cipe.l end IiU.lHl .r.1. A3ELA 

I'k.of pro,ject participants: l<'.5 

k:'l:r.c1xim.c:te 8:g£_·of participants: 
10 to 1:3. yec.;rs _old 

G , ciel :~ro;ject: « Focleral Rcp.1:.bl:;.c of G:-r: .. d!;)'. 

I'\'.;:Lls taking p;:rt in the special pro;ject on the F(edoral .. 
;,:; .. '!!blic of G .. ;rY1r:,1y .1:'~'1dcrfnke J.ndividual research projects on. 
·'.me of six subjects: .. · .. :·.)w, history, culture, religion, 
indm1tr.;y or customs. 'l'i".Dy (-J.s:1 co ..,-·0s>ond with schoolchildren· .. 
in the Fc·c1 ;.:r:•l .Rc·;;ublic of Gcr <"!'!Y. . ... 

\ 

10 

11. 

Miss Pe.uJ .. ine CJJHLLEHI 
(Gir·1n 1 S::>:-::1) and 
l»ir Edvm1"'1 .P~II,UI, 
~Ik;ys Bc·-.::: .. ·:·J.) 

No. of 1)roj ect 

175 (fa GirlD' Sci.-:ool, c1~'-~~t~i:~~:. 
IV - "VI);. 

120 (in Boys' Schoo1 1 cl2sses 
· IV ·· VI) . 

S;;c,cir:l project: Un:i.tc<l Ifa.tions and its Rolr:ted. 11.;·;c: ·c'.toG 

Gove:i..:mnent PC'lr:·-..1:·· Gb:·ls' :.ml Boys' Sch:icl pupils ·will p1D:ticip<cte 
in a r>pec:Lal survey o.r tbe worJ.{ of t;te u·:ited lfr.tim;c (~'"·:« the · 
f~)7~::'.·~; ~t~··-rL1 of J ... 9?\?· :l" '.?;: ~. J.11 be Given foi'"'Dlal lessons en 
U.,J t·:;d ''1 ... -: <ons CTtH'Jl1>. tlus term v1hich will replace thej.r resul.nr 
geography and history lr::ssons. ]'iv() f!llCCific sub,jects nill be 
treated: ·\.~:,: '.;;:i :._:::i.n P:'d history of the United l'J;·,,;iO'!Si .":·-r10u13 
pcrsoneJ.ities of the 'U~.;.t~--d N;"~;ions; 0n<l the United l'L:·'..,:-·.'·".:-: nr:d 
lfa·l tr;. Pco;).lil in }1k.J. t.-:>. nssociated with tl;!e United Nct:!.cm s w.Lll :~c 
inv.Lted to the school to give talks. 
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tte.Jori:;s or 1;n,, IO.LLowJ.ng scnoo.Ls reacnea 
Hc2dquarters (P-J'lG) '.·::: 1. "Le to be included in circulur·. 
T·,c,,-. f"'t·~: ho 1; ... sver J.iste<l. o:) tJ2gos 50 e.nd 52. 

1 .. S~;.2].l[":. Vi :•:j_:J P. :!.•r::::Gc BcJ-:iool, 
B2 s;,. Fr2nci.;:; S-'.;1~:::ct, 

B:•l;~D.n 

2. St, L .. u:i.:.> \.I:<.:._·lo' Gri":.':1mar Sc~1ool 
St .. ,JuJ.io.n;.;:. 

·:,,) 0t: l1liss N. Cu·donn 

3. S:;G.,;'.!:'":t:~' 'l' ·.;'·iJ:\.cal School, 
Nt:.X.XO..!' .. 

Dlrector of }reject: Messrs. A. Cuschieri 
A. Borg. 

As one goes round the schools mentioned one is 
an1azed at the amount of \;ork achieved, the research unc:ertc·'·::;,.,, 
the enthusiasm aroused even where relatively young children 
are involved. · 

v:e bave gathered above remarks from visiting 
foreign teachers. One welcome and succeszful new feature 
tbis year was the involvsment in the particular pro,ject of 
several schools of student-teachers from London Univer,si ty 
Institute of Educ1".tion (by kind permission of their seni'or 
tutor). Each foreign teacher spent a day in the school 
which had his or her coui1try urnler special study. 

Many suggestions have been :r.."3ceived from Headteache:r:s 
for the improvement oi' tne J~~al·i;a p:cc•gramme. · Your suggestions 
would be welcome, 

Some Heads c_~ . .:ichool have asked to be allowed 
to carry on w:Ltll thei.c ;n·c\jE.c·~ 6ght into next year. 
This is of course en0our·1:.:I,ed, pari;icnlarly when "corresponc1::.11;::; 
schools abroad" were iwr: t) find. Your difficulties are 
Rppreciated, 

An.y HeadtRe.clrn: · who v:ould. like to launch his or 
her school on the vro~c..:'G sni~'. coming scholastic year 
is requested to wri·:;c c0 cho :Education Office (Att: Mr Eli2, 
Galea). Material 0:1 llc:; ·;;o organize such a programme is 
available on loan. 
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T~H: ;):)tll 
•d' 

A:nni vc:rsn1.·;y 
1Jnlted Nution!i 

i.:;xi~~t for perlt~(:.;1na1':inF n1:1~1 
LJ1. 1:;;·.1.iH tvoeld os:: turmoil 
qf a eontur~y- o.e;o to cleal i.:ith 
destru.eti ~10 wccr in hi __ ~:tc:c;l. 

1,:·01.h: 'l.'l(Jd OF./.TGJ~; \ 
·11.i1~ St:,. hri.~Jtop11er. Street; 

'J:,1 Jvt; La. 

' 1.'-J?O('-

of tr:~:: :Jo11ndat.ion 
j\Jn.t:i.C•llU 

uvor, t~~,~ celebrqting the 
C>f the cJnitod ffotimJS. 

nnd j_·:.;c .r1c(~d to 
3.F f(~:'.~"l; 1.Jot lr:s~~ new 

?!as I'onn~1.::~d n qun.rter 
ths aftermath of tba most 

t1ertdf3 cf State mot dtLrinf.~ t;Leso lnBt f{;v.; 
d.2.;{~3 in Kew York, its headquarters, to expound on Lhe .need 
to VJttrd. o:ff vn.i.r CLnd. to (!fi'or 1>2r1ed.i(~fi rur llunger., poverty 
::md corrupt;ion of m.Lrnl und. llod,y, a:r'.d Liter isow:;d a messe.gfe 
to the wor:ld. 

f-T<:nvever, thf~:?~·o is no (tcubt thnt the evil 
::.~niribs vvh:ich prcrvokcd tf1c: le .. .;3t ·,;ar arr:~ still rm:npanb t.;od.:-t;y·,.. 
Tf '.rl:w.nt, tbe 8•?cretary General., h::H> sounded Lh.i. n d1J.ngor 
11ute '.HlU encoursccid cil} t;hu people o.f tbe wo.rld to rethink 
::\21d reliv<:i tho tr1w spirit of U.N.O. so tl:tc:.t; tlii~,, 
Orgn.D.i.nation v;.i.11 not drift irn~o innffoctivanens .. 

Irt the ope.ulr.g vrcrda of the ch::trter cf . 
ll.N.O. "We the People ••.. .," lie the secret e..nd. the bRsis 
for the recover~{ of los;t IYJ..,i.n.cipleG a:nd .for tho nvoidance 
of wc1rld destruction •. Each o:na cf UB forms ps..rt of the 
United N~tions nnd j_t is the duty elf eact1 one of us to 
c.01:.t.ri buJ;(_s: f?.G.J ... ~h i:n. one 1 ~; own ~.va~r towa.rd.c-; \.vorlcl h~rr.mon2;-. 

'Jler:wherG r\rB oncournr;:,od thc,refore to bri.rq:; 
to thF:ir r:~t"L1dents this cessnge of p6nce so ·tho.t thn ht~11c.fits 
ffninl~d. ovo.r the cent;urj~cs will nut be lo.• .... t :l.n On(~ boloeaust; 
Of V!HI' • 

fr:o·.vnrd.~a lib.is i::11d . ., t::n.lks arc::, to be given on 
the nil'.ls and na.:i.n nctivit}J;,s cf U.H.O. i;o tho higher forms 
of t;ho !3(;condary Schools E~o tlrnt th.is fr,()Jl.Orn.tion of .students 
will be, morc0: nJiV•) to t;hc:i.r m;sponnib:i.1ii;iGG in the l'mrJd 
th0y ere ab:...iut i.JD t;nt;c.~r., Litcr~tttu~o is 'b<.::i11g PI'ovidQc1 f(Jr 
thin purposf~" 

.An os~~ny ccnpet.:Ltion ()11 this sub(jeet; t
11thc 

aims" acbi.ovene:nt:~·,-; 021d d1fficu1tie~3 o.f Lhe UniLc·d.. Nations, 
<1rsa11isati.011 11

, i:J b2ing hold. for th~; IV,. ;r, rn1d VI forms >t • 

EiJeay~• ohou1d b:.:· l'crw,)r•icd. to Mr C. Cnmilleri, .r:duestion 
CJ:"fic8, Vn.11ettn, 11p to tilfJ 2lst; Novur:tb<::r, 19?10.. 1rhG SlUU 

of f,15 hrrn llio•on offered 'by Govcrnm,;nt a:3 prize money. 

Hf}rtd.s o:.· D:.:.hool should pleEu~r_:, 1an.ke t;1.1c n<Jecssn.ry 
r1rr0ngt::nu:.nte t;o hevc the 0ss;:ty;:; wri tt;c:n at ::;i<.-:.b.r.:cl.. 

A1t:;::1uu~~.'..1 -t:hc 
to the Essuy Oo1Jpetiti.or1 hnvt1 

UJ>pc:r ForIJ::.i of ~:ioecnd.a.r~y- f3cltoo1 s, i.t 
L ho. C. t h1/ ;ynunt~r,,ir pup.i ls; j 11 r=;·"1:r:11d ;~ry 
pupiJ.o j_r1 Jlrimary Schools b0 ft 

~heir a50 on tha United N~ticns. We 
to r.h;i:.tc:lop j_n thf:: j""'OU.r .. g Sl1Gh 11 LfDitcd . 
. t~:~ conct:.nn.:rt; v.:itJi tf1(;iy· <-l(~Z:. 

imlic:.rtcd above with 
to i)C U.J1i.T;od l;o tile 
is l)arnestly .recon:.mer.1dc~d 
f~c·h00lF·' n''"Jrl !;}H-~ nldPr 
~:;·~1urt tn.lk to 
canr10 t; br::p;in +.;~Jo 
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Divizjoni ta' 1-Eduka:r.z_joni Education Division 

STUDENT SERVTCl•:S AND i:NTER.~A TIONAL RELATIONS D.EPART!\'lENT 

Tel: 25982709/t fax: 21232140 

Letter Circular 
Information x Action Required _X_ 

Ref: SlLC 121/03 Date: 1 ta' Dkembru 2003 

Minn: Anthony DeGiovanni, ADE Refazzjonijiet foternazzjonali 

UU: Kapijiet ta' 1-lskejjel (Statali, Tal-Knisja u fodipendenti) u s-Sezzjonijiet 

Suggett: L-10 ta' Dkembru - JUM lD-DRITTIJIET TAL-BNIEDEM 

Biex tfakkar !-gharfien tat-htiega gha!!-Edukazzjoni dwar id-Drittijiet tal-Bniedem I 
Organizzazzjoni tan-Nazzjonijiet Uniti (ONU) iti:omm l-10 ta' Dicembru ta' ku!I sena bhala ! 
Jum lddedikat ghad-Drittijiet tal-Bniedem. Fl-10 ta' Dicembru, 1948 i!-pani:zi membri fi hdan ! 
ONU approvaw unanimament 1-!stqarrija Universali tad-Drittijiet tal-Bniedem. L-Ufficcju tal 
Kummissjoni Gholja tad-Drittijiet ta!-Bniedem ta' ONU qieghed iheggeg li!l-pajjizi memb1 
sabiex jicce!ebraw dan il-jum bil-ghan Ii jippromwovu aktar gharfien tad-Dritlijiet u 1-Libertajie 
fundamentali ta!-Bniedem. 

11-Kapijiet ta' 1-lskellel huma mhegga jiccelebraw dan il-jum b'mod Ii fil-fehma taghhom 1-akta 
jghodd ghal!-istudenti taghhom. Dan jista' jsir fost 1-ohrajn billi: 

"' Jinqara d-Diskors ta' 1-0kkazjoni ta' 1-0nor. Ministru ta' l-Edukazzjoni, Dr Louis Gale; 
(anness) 

" lsibu hin qasir mill-gumata ta' 1-10 ta' Dicembru ghal celebrazzjoni b'diskorsi qosra, qar 
mima u kant. 

" Attivitatjiet interdixxiplinarji fil-k!assi !i jinvolvu tpingija, posters, tiswir ta' slogans, kltb; 
kreattiva u drama. 

Wiehed ghandu wko!I jaghmel referenza ghaf!-Kurriku!u Mlnimu Nazzjonali , b'mo1 
partikulari Ghanrjiet 1, 2 u 5 (pagni 48-50 u 54) 

·· Rapporti dwar dan il-Jum ghandhom jintbaghtu sa mhux aktar tard mit-15 ta' Jannar 2004, li 
Ms Josephine Vassallo, E.O. Democracy & Values, Sezzjoni ghar-Relaujonijie 

... lntemaujonali, DSS!R, Dlvi:Zjoni ta' 1-Edukazzjoni, 11-Furjana. 

M. R. Mifsud 
Oirettur 
Servizzi ghaU~lstudenti u 
Relazzjonijiet lnternazzjonali 

Enc 

Ministcru ta' l-Eduka7.zjoni - Ministrv ofEdnc;ition 
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Gheziez studenti, 

Fl-Okkazjoni ta' Jum id-Drittijiet tal-Bniedem 2003 

Messagg ta' l-On. Dr Louis Galea 
Ministru ta' !-Edukazzjoni 

Fl-10 ta' Dicembru, Maita ticcelebra flimkien mal-paiiii:i tad-dinja kollha, l-Jum iddedikat lid

Drittijiet tal-Bniedem. L-Organizzazzjoni tan-Nazzjonijiet Uniti tishaq Ii ghal din is-sena dan il

Jum ghandu jigi cce!ebrat b'mod mill-aktar dinjituz u memorabbli mal-pajjiZ:i kol!ha u bir-ragun 

meta wiehed iqis f!- tragedji umani H sehhew madwar id-dinja dawn !-ahhar zminijiet. 

Nlstghu nghidu Ii d-Drittijiet ta!-Bniedem huma dawk id-drittijiet maghguna haga wahda man

natura umana u Ii minghajrhom ma nistghux nghixu ta' bnedmin. Permezz ta' dawn id

Drittijiet u Libertajiet Fundamental! nistghu nizviluppaw ruhna sew u nistghu nui:aw il

kwalitajiet urnani taghna, l-intelligenza u 1-kapacitajiet taghna, kif uko!! il-kuxjenza. Huma 

bbaZ:ati fuq il-bzonn tal-bnedmin Ii jghixu fdinja fejn id-dinjita' u s-siwi ta' kull persuna 

jinghataw 1-gharfien u !-harsien. 11-ksur ta' dawn id-Drittijiet mhuwiex biss tragedja individwali 

izda offiza lill-urnanita' kollha kif uk.oll il-kawi:a ta' nkwiet politiku u socjaii, u z-zerriegha tal

vjolenza u 1-konflitt bejn gnus u nazzjonijiet. 

!!-Kurrikulu Minimu Nazzjona!i huwa msa1NWar b'kontenut ispirat mid-Drittijiet tal-Bniedem. 

Jishaq fuq il-vaiuli fundamentali, fuq l-ii:vHupp ta' kull tifet u tif!a b'mod shih, fuq id-drittijiet tat

tfa!, fuq hzvi!upp tac-cittadini u 1-ambjent demokratiku, fuq 1-ink!uzjoni, !-ugwa!janza bejn is

sessi u r-rispett tad-diversita'. L-ghalliema fl-iskehel taghna, kemm permezz ta' l-ezempju kif 

ukoH bl-esperjenz.i edukattivi Ii jipprovdulkom ta' kuljum huma l-mudel! Ii fuqu intom 1-istudenti 

tistghu timxu sabiex tistghu tifhmu deliem aktar il-valur tal-harsien ta' dawn id-Drittijiet fil-hajja 

taghna ta' ku!jum. 

---···------~---···----------

\falistern ta' l-Ednkilzzjoni - i\fini~lry of Education 
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Ghalhekk ilium ft-iskeiiel taghna ghandna niccelebraw dan il-Jum b'mod specjali halfi 

niftakru Ii r-rispett tad-Drittijiet tal-Bniedem ghandu iigi ccelebrati kuljum permezz ta' 1-

ghemil u d-decizjonijiet taghna. 
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EDUCATION DIVISION 

DIPARTIMENTTA' L·OPERAT DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS 

reJephone 21 226389 
i'VlALTA 

Fax 25982119 

LETTER CIRCULAR 

Information: if' Action Required: ./ 

Ref: OPS/3512006 

l·'rom: Director Operations 

To: AU Heads of Secondary Schools, Junior Lyceums & S1:ctions 

Suhject: Rights 4U Course 

Date: 

Kindly bring the attm:hed letter from the Office of the Commissioner for Children to t11 
attention of staff and students. 

Alfred Mama 
Director Operations 

MINISTERU TA' l-EDUKAZZJONI, ZGl1AZAGM U XOGHOL - MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, YOUTH ANO EMPLOYMENT 
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'">{ ,,_ :::· 

Rights 4U 
ld-Drittijiet tieglii huma tiegnek ukoll 

Kors fuq id-Drittijiet tat-Tfal u z-Zgnazagn. 

!1-KLimrnissarju gnat-Tfal qed tistieden lill-gnaqdiet LI lill-iskejjel biex jinnominaw tfal u zgliatagli Ii 
jistgliu jkLinu magni:Lila biex jippartecipaw fkors fLiq id-Drittijiet tat-TfaL Glial dan il-kors ikLinLI 

maglizLila madwar 70 tifel/tifla LI zgnai:Lig!i/ha. 

ll-kors ser ikun jikkonsisti fnLimru ta' laqgflat u attivitajiet reiatati mad-Drittijiet tat-Tfa!. 11-kors ser 

jief1u l-forma ta' 'live-in' Ii ser isir bejn it-30 ta' Gunju u t-2 ta' Lulju 2006. l!-partetipanti ser ikunu 

mistiedna biexjiefldu sehem fdiskussjonijiet u attivitajiet oflra. 11-kors ser ikun bi!-Malti. 

F'dawn H-granet it-tfal LI z-i:gflazagfl ser lkollhom !-opportunita' biex isiru jafLI u jinterpretaw taneb 

id-drittijiet tat-tfa! kif inhuma mnii:i.la fi!-Konvenzjoni tal-Gnus Magfiquda tad-Drittijiet tat-Tfal. Ser 

ikun hemm l'lin ukoH glial rikreazzjoni flimkien. 

lt-tfal u z-zgflatagli Ii jistgnu jigu nominati jridu jkunu: 

" ta' eta' bejn 1-14 u s-16-i! sena sat-30 ta' Lulju, 2006; 

• lesti Ii jattendu gnal kors fuq id-Drittijiet tat-Tfal fil-granet indikati aktar qabel. 

Biex nitguraw Ii jkollna rapprezentanza miftulia u inkluzjoni socjali ta' tfal u zgliatagh Maltin, 1-

Ufficcju taf-Kummissarju gliat-Tfal ser juza kriterji cari biex jigu maglii:ula 1-partetipanti gliall-kors. 

Dawn jinkludu: 

" bilanc bejn is-subien u l-bniet; rappretentanza minn kategoriji ta' etajiet diversi; 

rapprezentanza minn skejjel indipendenti, privati u pubblici; inkluzjoni ta' dawk il-gruppi Ii 

jkunu difficli biex jint!aliqu, blial tfal taht xi kura specjali, tfal b'dizabilita', tfal immigranti u tfal 

ol'lra zvan!aggjati. 

,H 
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Minflabba Ii n-numru ta' postijiet huwa limitat 1-Ufficcju tal-Kummissarju gflat-Tfal jirriserva d-dritt Ii 

jtella' bil-polza 1-applikazzjonijiet Ii jidfllu skond il-kriterji msemmija hawn fuq. 

L-gnaqdiet u 1-iskelle!, huma mistiedna biex iflajru lit-tfal u z-zgliazagfl sabiex jattendu gflal dan il

kors. Biex tkunu tafu aktar fuq id-Drittijiet tat-Tfal u z-Zgliazagn tistgnu tidli!u fis-sit 

yvwvv.unicef.org/crc/index.html jew fis-sit ta' 1-Ufficcju ta!-Kummissarju gnat-tfal www.tfal.orq.mt 

Bl-ebda mod ma nixtiequ li 1-flus ikunu ta' impediment gflat-tfal u z-zgnazagli biex jattendu glial 

dan il-kors. Madankollu, biex nizguraw Ii kull min japplika, jattendi u jkun responsabbli, qed nitolbu 

lilas nominali ta' lm5, !i jiti'lallas meta t-tfal u z-zgnazagli ikunu gew magnzula biex jattendu. 

B'dan H-mod nizguraw Ii ma jkunx hemm min iwaqqa' 1-applikazzjoni fl-aliliar liin u b'hekk jienu 

post liaddielior. 

Dawk kollha interessati li jattendu gliandhom jitolbu applikazzjoni !ill-gflaqda jew skola fejn 

jattendu, u jibaglituha Iii: 

Ms. Sonia Camilleri, Kummissarju gliat-Tfal: Rights 4U, Palazzo Ferreria, Triq ir-Repubblika. 

Valletta, Fax: 2590 3101 jew b'e-mail fuq rights4u@gmail.com 

L-applikazzjonijiet iridu jaslu sa mhux aktar tard minn nofsinhar ta' nhar il-~imgfla, 19 ta' Mejju, 

2006. 

Grupp organizattiv 

Anna Grech 

Manuel Fenech 

Sandra Balzan 
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Applikazzjoni gf'nal, ..... 
Kors tad-Drittijiet.ta~ Tfat"u: i-Zgbazagh 

.-.· ; 

1sem: ,--------.-•. c-.---..,....., ...... !"~i~_:'<1_il1Z'.V._· _ .• :_,: .. ~_>_/ ________ ___, 

'· .'. :"~ 

Nru. tat-tei/mob: :.===========·=·'·=· =~ :.==============~ 
Data rat-twelid: 

blialissa: 

Sessr•/:::; : : ' Ra9~t~ 
··:·Mara: 

"'· : ;.·.< '<\ 

Gliandek xi bzonruj!tiltspecjali? 

Jiena rrid niel'lu sehem fil-Kors gliax ... 

!sem 1-iskola I 
organizzazzjoni Ii innominatek 

Firma tal-kustodju: 

Data: 

Timbru ta ' !-isko!a I 
organizzazzjoni Ii tattendi 

Firma tal:Partecipant: 

Iva: 

Le: 
0 
0 

Din !-applikazzjoni gl'landha tintbagl1at sa nofsinhar ta ' nhar il-Gimgl1a, i 9 ta' Mejju, 
2006 f 'dan 1-indirizz: Ufficcju ta!-Kummissarju ghat-Tfal, Palazzo Ferreria, Triq ir
Repubblika, Valletta, bi!-fax fuq 2590 3101 jew b 'e-mail Iii: rights4u@gmail.com 

11-kriteiji biexf@u mag!!Zula 1-applikanti huma mnii:i:la fl..ittra mehmu.ia ma din 1-applikazzjoni 
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MINIS H:HU TA' L UJllKAll.IONI. 
LAGM/\lAGH lJ XOGt10t 

I !.OHIANA CMl{02 
MALrA 

MINISmY FOR EDUCATION, YOUTH 
ANO EMPLOYMENT 
FLOHIANA CMR02 
MAlfA 

SH!J>f<:NT SERVWl<:S :\ND l'.'JTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OEPARTMENT 
Td: zs•mnot Fax: 25982116 
E-:\lail: 1hsir.ctluc\11'gov.mt 

Letter Circular 

Ref: SILC 185/06 Date: 23'd October 2006 

To: All Heads of School (State and Non-State) and Sections 

From: Ms Louise Cutajar Davis, Education Officer - International Relations 

Subject: International Relations Calendar for the First Term 

The International Relations Department would like to highlight the following important 
dates on our calendar. The intrinsic value of marking these events cannot be 
emphasized enough. These special occasions provide us with opportunities to take 
time to reflect on themes aimed at enhancing intercuftural competence and the 
celebration of diversity. Schools are encouraged to include as many of these events 
as possible, especially through cross-curricular activities, in order to promote skills 
which enable our students to better understand and integrate with different cultures. 

Please note that some dates had to be adjusted according to the local context 

t 
! 

October ' November December ~ 
! 

24 -31 European Day of 16 International Day of 1 World AIDS Day 
Parents and Schools Tolerance 

24 International Day of Peace 20 Universal Children's Day iO Human Rights Day 

i United Nations Day ! 
20-24 Global Education 
Week 

25 International Day for the 
Elimination of Violence 
against Women i 

Mlnlsteru ta· 1-EdukazzToiiCTagliiagli] u-·x:;;gr;;:;r:·Minlstry of Education, Youth and Ernploymnet 
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or the purposes of record keeping and reportinfJ to interm1tiona! institutions, school: 
are kindly requested to send reports of these activities to: 

Louise Cutajar Davis 

Education Officer International Relations 

Room 421A 

Office of the Permanent Secretary 

Ministry of Education 

Floriana 

e-mail: !ouise.cutajar-davis@gov.mt 

Please note that reports will also be passed on to other E.O.s accordingly. 

Dr. C. Borg 
Director General of Education 
in the absence of Director Student Services and International Relations 

Ministeruia~·-i=·Edukazzjoni, 2:agliiagli] u Xogliol - Ministry of Education, Youth and Employmnet 
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MINI::> I t::~U Ip..· L-t:l.JUl\.A.:;.:.JUNI, 

ZAGi'tAZAGrt U XOGl'tOL 
FLORIANA CMR02 

MALTA 

Ml Nib I KY rUK !::UUt;A I !UN, YOU I H 

AND EMPLOYMENT 
FLORIANA CMR02 
MALTA 

STUDENT SERVICES AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 
Tel: 25982711 Fax: 21226]{)3 
E-Mail: dssir.l•dm/iigov.ml 

Letter Circular 

Ref: SlLC 43/07 Date: 26u' February 2007 

To: All Heads of School (State and Non-State) & Sections 

Subject: Celebrate Women's Struggle for Equality, Justice, Peace and Development 

From: Ms Josephine Vassallo, Education Officer - Democracy and Values Education 

·------------------··---······-·---·-------------------------
On March 8 (!rlternational Women's Day) all women around the world cekbrate their common history of strnggie fo 
Equali:y, Justice, Peace and Development. 

The theme for this year's celebration is "2(}(}7: Ending Impunity for Violence against Women". 

Schools arc invited to join the world in remembering the contributions and concerns of women and girls. 

Suggestions for celebrating this day: 

During assembly invite students to reflect on the attached prayer and to remember mothers, sisters and friends; 
Organise crnss-rnrricular wrirkshops and cultural events around the theme of this year's day - EndirHr [mP.unity:Ji; 
ViqJ.~urrainst Wrnrn;g; 
Learn ahout: 

o The UN Secretary-General's Study Violence against Wome 

o international treaties which protect the rigbts of women and girls and find out if our government hr 
rntificd each oftbesi: important instmmcnts: 

Cnnvcntion tC> End All Fonn of Discrimination Against Wornc 
(}gtp:/hvww.u11.oru/v/f~f!1cn\!Qt<:'.b!~ht~1~~:gQ~r~~::'.iPJJ~~-~btn1l); 
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress, and Punisb Trafficking in Persons, EspccbHy Women and Chikire 
(h~.tp,:/:'.>i..~~~.'.~Y: \:ng!J.c.~q rl!t.'.lJ n~)dc /;,~n !traffic k inr.: h qynn: ~-b-~i.P.gf.3.~l11roJJ; 
Convention on tbc Rights ,,f the Cluld (bm2//w,y;v.ohphr.5.?1:gi.£1.u;;illil!.".Iill.Yl£'.I.~ hirn.l; 

o Promote the accomplishment of the Mincnnium Development Goals cspedallv thos~ directly related 
women and girls (httn:!lwww.111ille11t1.Li,u.r.i£..:JD.1mMibQig{~it~[D.!2,ib~?c~erJ<;Y.L;;.N.LE.&J:!:::.U.8J.J.~. 

Heads of Schoo! arc kindly requested to fi!l in the attached foedback sheet and to send to ~h..~!J!.~£1!.!1.\I!.!?. ... .Y.~~.~.~.H.!hJ'.;,~. 
Democracy and Vnlues Educntion. Room 313, Great Siege Hoad, Floriana Cl\1R 02, by not later than Fridnv 23 
March 2007. 

Dr. C, Borg 
Director General of Education 
in thA ;:ihsAnr.A of DirAr:tor St1.1rlAnt SArvir.As anrl lnt8rn;:ilinn;:if RBl::itions 
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PRAYER FOR INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY 

Women are a reflection of the glory of God. Today we honour the women of all times and all places: 

Women of courage. 

Women of hope. 

Women suffering. 

Women mourning. 

Women living fully. 

Women experiencing joy. 

Women delighting in life. 

Women knowing the interconnectedness of the human family. 

Women honouring the sacredness of the relational, the affective. 

Women quietly tending the garden of human flourishing. 

Women boldly leading the transformation of unjust global structures. 

Women seeking Wisdom. 

Women sharing Wisdom. 

Women receiving Love. 

Women giving Love. 

Women: life-giving. 

Women: the image of God. 

Loving God, we celebrate your faithfulness and love. On this day we commit ourselves to the promotion 
of the full humanity of ail women everywhere. We know that whatever denies, diminishes or distorts the 
full humanity of women is not of God. 

Help us to be faithful to your call to love. 

Amen. 
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8 March 2007 

ENDING IMPUNITY FOR VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 

Feedback Sheet 

Name of School: 

Address: 

Email: 

Kindly tick '/' where applicable and please explain how the activity was organised 

Af::!!~[!Y ./ How was it organised 

During Assembly I 

Cross-curricular Workshops 

Cultural Events 

Other (please specify) 

I 
I I L __ 

D;nle. ______ _ 

Head of School 
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MINISTERU TA' L-EDUKAZZJONl, 
ZAGtfAZAGti U XOGHOL 

FLOR!ANA CMR02 
MALTA 

MINISTRY FOR EDUCATION, YOUTH 
ANO EMPLOYMENT 
FLORIANA CMR02 
MALTA 

STUDENT SERVICES AND INTERNATIONAL RELATJONS DEPART1\lENT 
Tel: 25982711 Fax: 25982711 
E-Mail; d'sir.educ(ii:gov.mt 

Letter Circular 

Ref: SILC 77/07 Date: 3'd May 2(107 

To: All College Coordinators, Heads of School (State and Non-State) & Sections 

From: Ms .. Josephine Vassallo, Education Officer- Democracy & Values Education 

Subject: WORLD PROGRAMME FOR HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATION 

On 5-6 November 2007 a Regional European Meeting on the World Programme for 
Human Rights Edcuation (WPHRE) will be organised by the Council of Europe in 
cooperation with UNESCO, the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human 
Rights and the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights. 

The aim of the meeting is to assist the Council of Europe states parties to the 
European Cultural Convention in the implementation of the Plan of Action for the first 
phase of the WPHRE, which is focused on the primary and secondary school systems. 
The meeting is also expected to help take stock of the European expertise in Human 
Rights Education (HRE), which could be used and promoted in other parts of the 
world. 

In the meantime you are kindly asked to fill in the attached survey and send it by 
email to: Ms Josephine Vassallo, Education Officer, Democracy and Values 
Education, EDC/HRE Coordinator for die Council of Europe, 
josephine.vassaH01W.gov.mt by not later than VVednesdav 91

h May 2007 

The infonnation requested will be used for the preparation of the Regional European 
l\foeting on \VPHRE and for the follow-up of this meeting 

Dr. C. Borg 
[)1rector General ot Education 
in the absence of Director Student Services and International Relations 

enc. 
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Whm is huma11 rights education? 
Human rights education can be defined as education, training and infonnation aimed at building a 
universal culture of human rights. A comprehensive education in human 1ights not only provides 
knowledge about human rights and the mechanisms that protect them, but also imparts the skills needed 
to promote, defend and apply human rights in daily Ii fc. Human rights education fosters the attitudes 
and behaviours needed to uphold human rights for all members of society. 

Human rights education activities shoul<l convey fundamental human rights principles, such as equality 
and non-discrimination, while affinning their interdependence, indivisibility and universali1y. At the 
same time, activities should be practical-relating human right~ to learners' real-life experience and 
enabling them to build on human rights principles found in their own cultural context. Through such 
i!~tivities, learners are empowered to identify and address their human rights needs and to seek 
solutions consistent with human rights standards. Both what is taught and the way in which it is taught 
should reflect human rights values, encourage participation and foster a learning environment free from 
want and fear. 

Please tick where applicable 
Primary o Secondary c 

1. Tick the most appropriate colurrm to indicate how the statement applies best to your 
school. 

Comparison er Highly Compares Slightly Does not 
compares compares compare 

Statement 
11 

I. The School has a School 
I Policv on HRE 

-··-····-··- -- --
2. The School has included 
l!RE in its School 
Development Plan 
3. Tht: School has included I ! !RE in the Staff Professional 
Develooment Seminars' list 

I 4. The School has invited guest 
1 speakers on HRE for 

Professional Development 
Seminars 
5. The School has sent 
representatives on HRE 
Conferences I 

I ··-·----------
6. The School held other 
seminars related to HRE I 

7. The School tackles religious 
and racial differences which 
crop up among its stakeholders --
8. The School holds school-
based activities related to HRE 
(e.g. projects, plays, songs, 
etc.) 
9. The School Staff tS well- I infonned about HRE i 

I 
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\ 10. The School Staff is aware I I of HRE instances in everyday 
School Management ll l. Members of Staff included 
training in HRE in the PMP 
during the past 2 years 

2a. Rank the following skills considered essentially being part of HRE in order of 
importance? (from 1 to 5 - l being the most important and 5 the least) 

Identification of bias 

s 

2b. What other skills do you consider of importance besides the above 

3. To be effective HRE Policies need a consistent implementation strategy. 

Tick if strategy already Tick If strategy is already 
adequately implemented implemented but feel it is 

currently inadequate 

Coordination 
Mechanisms 
Coherence 
Monitoring 
Accountability 

Evaluation 
-

Resources 

Human 
Financial 
Material 
Related space* ! 

*Display Area, Resource Room, Subject Room, Project Room 

4. Does your school have a Disciplinary Board? Yes I No 

'.>. Does yom Sl-hool have a Pastoral Care Tcum? Ye~ /No 

If yes answer the following: 

Mark members who form part of this team 
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check mark 
( ~ j 

Head of School ! 

School Counsellor 
Religious Counsellor 
Guidance Teachers 
Teachers of PSD i 

Teacher of Reli!!ion 
Form Teachers 
Other 

Have members on this team been interviewed for aptitude towards Pastoral 
Care Yes I No 

If yes, by whom? 

Are scheduled meetings held? Yes/No 

How often? 

M k ar b h d mern ers w o atten h to t ese meetrngs 
check mark 

( '>) 

Head of School 
School Counsellor --
Reli!zious Counsellor 
Guidance Teachers 
Teachers of PSD 
Teacher ofReli!!ion 
Form Teachers 
Other 

6. Rate how much social and emotional support is provided for in your school 

Please mark 

most 

2 3 4 

4. Which subjects I activities contribute towards social and emotional 
development? 

Least 

5 
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6. Do you believe our children have ample opportunity to express their views 
freely? Yes I No 

7. What participatory activities are mostly conducive to this? 

8. Does your school have a Students' Council? Yes/No 

9. Do you think students feel that their opinions are considered? 
Yes /No 

10. Is the teaching staff being provided with opportunities for social anc 
emotional development? Yes I No 

l 1. Have any courses for teachers in Skills Development in relation to th1 
following list ever been held in your school? 

Tick where applicable 
Never 

Intrapersonal 
Interpersonal 
Team Building 

Not often 

12. Have you ever been mentored in your profession? Yes/No 

Often 

13, What opportunities exist for the students to participate in school life? 

15. Are opportunities made available for students to interact with the wide 
community? Yes I No 

If yes, name which ones 

Nume of Head of School: ______ ·---------

Name and Address of School: 
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Appendix 3 

Table showing in-service training sessions by Council of Europe on topics 

related to human rights 

Circular Course title Country 

DPD 04196 Education on human rights and Gennany 
Democratic citizenship 

DPD 15/96 The school in the fight against Germany 
intolerance and xenophobia. 

DPD26/97 Human Rights and children's rights Belgium 

DPD 60/98 Human Rights and children's rights- Belgium 
Creative expression in Education 

DPD Follow-up Seminar: Human Rights Belgium 

14/2000 
and children's rights 

DCM Projet interculturel et pluridiciplinaire Romania 

18/2002 
d'education aux droits de l'homme et 
la paix. 

DCM Education for democratic and open Poland 

45/2003 
citizenship (target group: teacher 
trainers actively involved in educating 
for Human rights ... ) 

DCM The school and democratic Italy 

58/2003 
citizenship: the role of Human rights 

DCM Teaching Remembrance-Education Belgium 

83/2003 
for the prevention of crimes against 
humanity 

DCM Genocide and Human Rights in the Austria 

512004 
2oth century 

DCM 2na regional and training session on Slovenia 

68/2004 
Human rights and Peace education 

DCM Teaching and Remembering about the Slovak 

105/2005 
Holocaust Republic 

DCM Droits fondamentaux: les oublies des Switzerland 

14/2005 objectifs du Millenaire 

SILC Trainer training course on Human Hungary 
Rights education for young people 
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206/05 

DCM A route to equality and fairness in Malta 

12/2007 
schools 

DCM 2na European Seminar: Children's Germany 

3/2008 
Rights 
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Appendix 4 

Education Division (2009) European Studies syllabus for Junior Lyceum and 

Secondary Schools Syllabus Malta 

http://www.curriculum.gov.rnt/pages/main.asp?sec=4 

Form 3 

I Power and People 

1. Law and Government in Europe 

Students should be able to: 

D demonstrate knowledge of political processes in a democracy. 
D identify different ways in which democracy may be practised. 
D understand the principles of subsidiarity and decentralisation. 

2. European Institutions: 

Students should be able to: 

D demonstrate basic knowledge of the major EU institutions: Council of 
Ministers, European Parliament and the European Commission. 
D understand the development, structure and role of the Council of Europe. 

3. European Citizenship and Democracy 

Students should be able to: 

D define civil, social and political rights as practiced in Europe. 
D identify the major rights and duties of European citizenship in a world 
perspective: freedom of movement, of capital and of services. 
D identify implications of civil, social and political rights of citizens. 

II Economic Development and Changes in Europe 

1. Interdependence of Economic Sectors 

Students should be able to: 

D identify types and meaning of the three sectors of production: primary, 
secondary and tertiary. 
D identify the three sectors of production according to different regions 
across Europe. 
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2. Trade and Commerce 

Students should be able to: 

D understand the meaning of terminology associated with trade and 
commerce, namely free trade, protectionism, custom barriers, tariffs, quotas, 
cartels, fair-trading. 
D understand the main internal and external trading partners of Europe. 
D understand the significance of the trade gap between Europe and 
developing countries. 

3. Communications 

Students should be able to: 

D identify the relative advantages and disadvantages of inland transport 
routes by land, sea and air: canals, rivers, motorways, roads, rail, 
underground rail and air. 
D understand how this encourages economic activity. 
D demonstrate basic knowledge on the development, workings, advantages 
and disadvantages of the Trans-European Network (TENs). 

4. Electronic Commerce 
Students should be able to: 

D understand the fast growing importance of e-commerce in world trading. 
D identify the advantages and disadvantages of e-commerce. 

III Demographic and Social Realities 

1. Population and Migration 

Students should be able to: 

D identify the various migration patterns (internal and external towards and 
across Europe. 
D understand the push and pull factors that bring about such population 
movements. 
D identify the major destinations of immigrants in Europe. 
D ca:se :study of causes and effects of immigrants in the UK with :special 
reference to Indians and Pakistanis. 
D understand the pattern and density of population in various European 
regions; especially areas with low and high density. 
D identify the meaning of terminology associated with population studies: 
birth rate, death rate, infant mortality, life expectancy, dependency ratio. 
D identify the factors that caused a decline in the population of Europe in 
past times and in the present. 
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D understand the implications of a longer life span and its effects on the 
lives of Europeans. 

2. Tourism 

Students should be able to: 

D identify major tourist destinations in Europe. 
D describe the attractions of tourist destinations in Europe according to site, 
season, culture, nature, sports, leisure facilities. 
D understand the economic, social and cultural impact of tourism in Europe 
through the following case studies: Costa del Sol in Spain and Chamonix in 
France. 

IV Europeans and their Environment 

1. Landscape 

Students should be able to: 

D demonstrate basic knowledge of Europe's natural boundaries, its major 
physical features and its political boundaries. 
D identify the oceans, seas and major rivers touching or bordering the 
European continent. 
D identify the main mountain chains and plains across Europe. 
D identify the main islands in Europe. 

2. Protection of the Environment 

Students should be able to: 

D identify and understand the sources of pollution in air, land and water. 
D identify and explain the preventive measures to lessen their impact. 
D understand the causes, effects and possible solutions of acid rain across 
Europe. 
D demonstrate some awareness of the possible environmental damage and 
solutions through the following case studies: the Mediterranean Sea and the 
Blue Plan, the Camargue in France as a disappearing wetland, oil-spill 
threats to Mediterranean coasts, Lapland as Europe's last wilderness. 

3. Healthy Lifestyle 

Students should be able to: 

D understand the current situation of health standards in Europe: 
levels of hygiene, disease prevention, prevalent diseases, major death causes, 
care and cure, medical services, life expectancy. 
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V The Cultural Heritage 

1. Aspects of National Identity and the European Idea. 

Students should be able to: 

D identify and understand the various factors which shape national identity: 
natural frontiers, historic borders, language, religion, myths, historic 
memories, culture. 
D understand the relationship between national identity and European 
identity. 

2. Cultural Heritage and Experience 

Students should be able to: 

D identify and understand the effects of significant historical events or 
developments in Europe: the Renaissance, the Reformation, the Industrial 
Revolution, Colonialism and the Two World Wars. 
0 identify the boundaries of the major European linguistic groups and their 
common Indo-European base. 

3. Development of Modern Democracy 

Students should be able to: 

0 identify and understand the effects of globalisation of the media m 
Europe: e.g. newspapers, television, radio, the Internet service. 

Fonn4 

I Power and People 

1. Human Rights 

Students should be able to: 

D demonstrate basic knowledge of the European Convention for the 
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of the Council of 
Europe of 1950 with particular reference to the 10 most important rights, 
e.g. child labour, minority rights, equality of opportunities, right to life, free 
education, right to work. 
D have basic knowledge of the European Social Charter of the Council of 
Europe of 1961 and focus on the Workers' Rights. 
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D show basic knowledge on the role of the European Court of Human 
Rights. 

2. Conflicts and Peace-Making Processes 

Students should be able to: 

D know the meaning of terminology associated with structural violence: 
violence of poverty, racism, xenophobia, sexism, human rights violations, 
religious intolerance. 
D identify and explain causes and effects of regional conflicts in Northern 
Ireland, the Basque Region in Spain and Cyprus. 
D be aware and discuss non-violent peace-making processes: mediation, 
negotiation, compromise, dialogue. 

II Economic Development and Changes in Europe 

1. Interdependence of Economic Sectors 

Students should be able to: 

D understand the application of three main sectors of production in Europe 
in the following cases studies: forestry in Scandinavia for the primary 
sector; manufacturing in the Ruhr for the secondary sector; the 
entertainment industry for the tertiary sector. 

2. Trade and Commerce 

Students should be able to: 

D understand the importance of transnational companies. 
D understand how transnational companies operate through a local case 
study from the leisure industry and another from the microelectronic sector. 

3. Communication 
Students should be able to: 

D identify the site and understand the basic working organisation through a 
case study of a European commercial seaport (Rotterdam Europoort). 

4. Electronic Commerce: 
Students should be able to: 

D understand the impact of e-commerce on traditional trading (e.g. retail 
outlets). 

5. Economic Blocs and Institutions 
Students should be able to: 
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0 identify and understand the development and the role of the major 
European economic blocs and institutions, namely: EC, EEA, EFTA and 
Euro-Mediterranean Partnership. 

III Demographic and Social Realities 

1. Migratory Effects and ethnic Diversity: 

Students should be able to: 

0 define terminology associated with migration and ethnicity: multicultural, 
ethnic minorities, racial prejudice, xenophobia, mainstream culture, 
heterogeneous culture. 
0 demonstrate awareness of the ethnic, linguistic and religious groupings 
within Europe and understand the way in which political boundaries cut 
across such groupings. 
0 understand the new challenges of a multicultural society. 
0 identify and understand some major migratory patterns in Europe after 
World War II through the following case studies: Turks into Germany and 
North Africans into France. 

2. Industrialisation and Urbanisation 

Students should be able to: 

0 identify the main causes and results of the Industrial Revolution in 
Europe. 
0 identify the effects which industry had on the urbanisation process in 
Europe. 
0 analyse the effects of urbanisation on the social conditions of the masses, 
namely: poverty, sanitation, family structure, housing, political aspirations, 
urban depopulation in recent years. 

3. Employment 

Students should be able to: 

0 define and show understanding of some of the terminology associated 
with the employment sector, namely: working conditions, salaries and 
wages, freedom of association, collective bargaining, worker participation, 
safety at work, work opportunities in an inclusive society. 

IV Europeans and their Environment 

1. Climate 
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Students should be able to: 

D identify the different types of climates and their characteristics across 
Europe. 
D demonstrate an understanding of the effects of climate and physical 
features on farming, communications, industry and wealth. 
D understand some of the problems of water supply in the Mediterranean 
region. 
D analyse water supply, water shortages and solutions by means of case 
studies in Spain and Malta. 

2. Sustainable Development 

Students should be able to: 

D understand the problems facing European inner cities 
D identify and evaluate possible solutions using changes in land use in 
London's Docklands as a case study. 
D understand the causes and effects of water pollution by means of a case 
study: the River Rhine. 

3. Healthy Lifestyle 

Students should be able to: 

D identify the features and advantages of the Mediterranean diet for a 
healthy nutritional lifestyle. 

V The Cultural Heritage 

1. National Identity and Diversity 

Students should be able to: 

D understand how conflicts are brought about due to excessive nationalism 
using the Basque Region in Spain and Cyprus as case studies. 

2. Cultural Heritage and Experience 

Students should be able to: 

D understand the common European cultural heritage in Europe through the 
following: 
Architecture in Classical Europe: the Parthenon and the Colosseum 
Literature and Drama in Medieval Europe: Dante Alighieri 
Painting in Early Modem Europe: Baroque painting by Caravaggio 
Music in Contemporary Europe: Pop (the Beatles) and Rock (Led Zeppelin) 
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3. Development of Modern Democracy 

Students should be able to: 

IJ appreciate the importance of the Enlightenment, the French Revolution 
and universal suffrage in the development of modem democracy in Europe. 

Form5 

I Power and People 

1. The Rise and Evolution of the Welfare State 
Students should be able to: 

/" demonstrate an understanding of the means of measuring wealth and 

poverty by means of the following concepts: GDP, per capita income, level 
of education, literacy skills, employment 
by sector. 
D know basic differences in standards of living among European nations, 
and their various regions. 
D understand the current problems of sustainability in the welfare state. 

2. European Institutions 

Students should be able to: 

D demonstrate understanding of the major landmarks in the history of the 
European Economic Community (EEC) and the European Union (EU). 
D understand the development and the functions of the Council of Europe 
and of the other major European institutions covered in Form 3. 
D demonstrate an understanding of the development and role of the OSCE. 

II Economic Development and Changes in Europe 

1. Interdependence of Economic Sectors 

Students should be able to: 

D demonstrate understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of the 
CAP on the European farming industry. 
D For Sec purposes only, revise and consolidate work done in Forms 3 and 
4. 

2. Trade and Commerce 
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D For Sec purposes only, revise and consolidate work done in Forms 3 and 
4. 

4. Communication 

Students should be able to: 

D identify the site and understand the basic working organisation through a 
case study of one European commercial airport (Heathrow,UK). 

5. Electronic Commerce 

D For Sec purposes only, revise and consolidate work done in Forms 3 and 
4. 

6. Economic Blocs and Institutions 

Students should be able to: 

D identify relations between the EU and other world trading blocs, namely 
the WTO, OPEC and Lome Convention. 
D understand the different models of trade between the EU and third 
countries. 
D demonstrate an understanding of the effects of globalization on the 
European economy. 

III Demography and Social Realities 

1. Tourism 

D For Sec purposes only, revise and consolidate work done in Form 3. 

2. Employment 

Students should be able to: 

D identify the challenges u country faces in the light of the changing 
patterns of employment. 
D understand how various European countries are facing unemployment 
and how they are trying to reduce it. 
D revise and consolidate terminology associated with the employment 
sector done in Form 4. 

IV Europeans and their Environment 
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1. Landscape and Climate 

D For Sec purposes only, revise and consolidate work done in Forms 3 and 
4. 

2. Protection of the Environment 

Students should be able to: 

D demonstrate an understanding of the extent to which modem farming 
practices, industry, tourism and transportation in Europe are responsible for 
environmental damage. 
D For Sec purposes only, revise and consolidate work done in Forms 3 and 
4. 

3. Sustainable Development 

Students should be able to: 

D identify and understand the conflicts of interest inherent between 
conservation and development in Europe, especially in the Mediterranean 
regions (special reference to be given to the Camargue). 

4. Healthy Lifestyle 
Students should be able to: 

D identify the importance of a healthy diet for a better quality oflife. 
D understand the positive effects of physical exercise and sports in the 
European context. 

V. The Cultural Heritage 

1. Cultural Heritage and Experience 

Students should be able to: 

D understand the widespread effects of the following case studies of 
inventions and innovations on the development of European civilization: 
printing, gunpowder and steam-power. 
D identify Islamic influences on Europe in Mathematics, medicine, 
architecture, literature and language. 
D identify No1ih American influences on Contemporary Europe in media, 
fast-food chains, fashion and leisure. 

2. Development of Modern Democracy 

Students should be able to: 

D understand the main distinctive features of liberalism, socialism, fascism 
and communism in European political thought. 
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Appendix 5 

Teaching and Learning Human Rights: 

Maltese Teachers' and Students' Perspectives 

Pre-structured questions for semi-structured interviews 

• As a European Studies teacher what do you understand by human rights 

education? 

• What is your own vision of the notion of human rights? 

• Do you perceive the teaching and learning of human rights in Malta as 

educational? 
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Appendix 6 

Teaching and Learning Human Rights: 

Maltese Teachers' and Students' Perspectives 

Students' questionnaire 

This study focuses on the teaching and learning of human rights. It attempts 

to look into the perspectives of human rights in relation to Form 4 students 

taking European Studies as an option subject and others who do not study 

this subject. 

In this questionnaire you will be asked questions related to your experience, 

knowledge and attitudes towards human rights. Your contribution is very 

important to the success of this research project. Your honest answer and 

opinion will be very much respected. Please remember that there are no 

"right" or "wrong" answers to any of these questions. The only answer 

needed is whatever you truly think and feel. 

Thanks for your participation. 

Rita Gauci 

Please indicate your choice by marking ~ response to each of the 

following questions or statements: 

1. You are: 

Male 

Female ---

2. You take European Studies as an option: 

Yes 

No ---

3. Your age last birthday: 
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4. Underline one statement that you associate with human rights 

11. Rights that you have because you are a person. 

12. Rights that you have because you were born in a particular country. 

13. Rights that you have because you are a European citizen. 

5. When did you first learn about the existence of human rights? 
Primary school 

Form 1- 2 

European Studies Option 

Never 

State others: 
~~~~~~~-

6. From your perspectives as a student, do you feel that you should be 
learning about human rights? 

Yes 

No ---

7. At present are you learning about human rights? 
Yes If YES go to question 7 .1 

No If NO go to question 7.2 

7 .1 If you ~ learning about human rights. 

Do you think its good for school to teach you this 

Do not think its good for school to teach you this 

Not sure whether its good for school to teach you this. 

7.2 If you are not learning about human rights. 

You wish school to teach this 

You do not wish school to teach this 

Not sure whether its good for school to teach you this. 
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8. As far as you know, is there an official document that sets forth human 

rights for everyone worldwide? 

Yes IfYES go to question 8.1 

No If NO go to question 8.2 

Not sure If NOT Sure go to question 8.2 

8.1 If ~' this official document is called 

Universal Declaration of Human rights 

The constitution 

The Bible 

Other -------

Not sure of the name 

8.2 lfno or not sure. As a matter of fact there is a Universal Declaration of 

Human rights. Before I just mentioned it, have you heard of this document? 

Had heard of the Universal Declaration before 

Had not heard of the Universal Declaration before 

Not sure 

Never 

Apart from the Universal Declaration of Human rights Europe has its own 

document of human rights, the The European Convention for the Protection of 

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. It outlines a full set of rights and 

freedoms for all human beings. Some of the most basic rights include freedom 

of thought, speech and religion, the right to own property, receive equal pay 

for equal work, get a quality education, the right to employment opportunities 

and adequate food, housing and health care. The Declaration states that every 

human is being entitled to theses and other rights. 
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9. These questions ask about your feelings towards human rights. Please 

indicate your choice by marking ~ response to each of the following 

questions or statements to show you agreement: 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I I 1 2 I 3 4 k I 
I 

Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
disagree agree nor agree 

I 
disagree 

You consider human rights 
important for you as a 

I 
I secondary school student. I 

I 
I 

I 

You consider knowledge 
about human rights important I 

for the Maltese community. 

Human rights as laws go hand 
I in hand with our local I 

Maltese values and customs. 

Human rights are a source of 
protection of the individual 
within the Maltese state 

I 
Human rights conventions 
often claim universality (that 
they apply everywhere around 
the world). Do you agree? 

Human rights in Europe are 
enforceable by law m all 
European countries members 

I 

of the Council of Europe. 
Should this be so? 
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10. Human rights are sometimes violated (broken). Do you agree? 

Yes lfYES go to question 10.1 

No 

Not sure 

10.1 Human rights are sometimes violated (broken)? 
In other countries 

In Malta 

In both 

If in Malta go to question 10.2 

10. 2 Please complete the following sentence in your own words: 

/ Human rights violated in Malta include 

I 

11. The following questions focus on human rights education. Please 

indicate your choice by marking one response to each of the following 

questions or statements to show you agreement: 

1 2 3 4 

Strongly Disagree Neither Agree 
disagree agree nor 

disagree 
Leaming about human rights 
is an educational right. I 

All students have access to 
human rights education 

23. Please complete the following sentence in your own words: 

[The main things that I find useful about human rights are: 

5 

Strongly 
agree 
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Appendix 7 

CONSENT FORM FOR TEACHERS 

As, a teacher of European studies, I, Rita Gauci, am interested in the teaching 

and learning of human rights. Thus as part of my M.Ed Professional project I 

would like to look into the understandings of human rights and the ways they 

are taught through conversations with other European Studies teachers who can 

contribute significant insights into the practice of human rights teaching. This 

information will be used for the purpose of this professional project and I 

guarantee that I will abide by the following conditions: 

(i) Your real name will not be used in the study 

(ii) Only the supervisors and examiners will have access to the data 

(iii) You will remain free to quit the study at any point and for whatever reason. 
In the case you withdraw, all the information and records will be destroyed 

(iv) Deception in the data collection process will not be used 

(v) Conclusions from the research will be communicated to you either verbally 
or in writing. 

I agree to the conditions 

Name of participant: __________ _ 

Signature of parent/ guardian: _________ Date: ______ _ 

I agree to the conditions 

Signature of researcher: --------- Date: -------

* Personal contact data of researcher was included. 
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CONSENT FORM FOR STUDENTS 

As, a teacher of European studies, I, Rita Gauci, am interested in the teaching 

and learning of human rights. Thus as part of my M.Ed Professional project I 

would like to look into the perspectives of Form 4 European Studies students 

who experience the learning of human rights as an option subject. This 

research credits you as a student a reliable informant of your own experience 

and thus you have the potential to contribute to research through the generation 

of data. Information gathered through questionnaire methodology will be used 

for the purpose of this professional project and I guarantee that I will abide by 

the following conditions: 

(i) Your real name will not be used in the study 

(ii) Only the supervisors and examiners will have access to the data 

(iii) You will remain free to quit the study at any point and for whatever reason. 
In the case you withdraw, all the information and records will be destroyed 

(iv) Deception in the data collection process will not be used 

(v) Conclusions from the research will communicated to you either verbally or 
in writing. 

I agree to the conditions 

Name of participant: __________ _ 

Signature of parent/ guardian: _________ Date: ______ _ 

I agree to the conditions 

Signature of researcher: --------- Date: -------

* Personal contact data of researcher was included. 
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CONSENT FORM FOR PARENTS 

As, a teacher of European studies, I, Rita Gauci, am interested in the teaching 

and learning of human rights. Thus as part of my M.Ed Professional project I 

would like to look into the perspectives of Form 4 European Studies students 

who experience the learning of human rights as an option subject. This 

research credits students as reliable informants of their own experience and as 

potential contributors to research. Information gathered through questionnaire 

methodology will be used for the purpose of this professional project and I 

guarantee that I will abide by the following conditions: 

(i) Your Son/ daughter's real name will not be used in the study 

(ii) Only the supervisors and examiners will have access to the data 

(iii) Your Son/ daughter will remain free to quit the study at any point and for 
whatever reason. In the case they withdraw, all the information and records will 
be destroyed 

(iv) Deception in the data collection process will not be used 

(v) Conclusions from the research will communicated to you either verbally or 
in writing. 

I agree to the conditions 

Name of participant: __________ _ 

Signature of parent/ guardian: Date: --------- -------

I agree to the conditions 

Signature of researcher: --------- Date: -------

* Personal contact data of researcher was included. 
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Appendix 8 

UREC and Department of Education Approval to carry on research 

To be completecl by Fuculty-Researi:h Ethics Committee 

We have examined the above proposal and advise 

Refusal Conditional acceptance 

For the following reason/s. 

Signarure ~l Date 0/. <>y.. riJ 

Tutor's Approval (where appli~able) :s. 
1-
! 

! 
1The above research work is being carrit:d uut under my supervision. 
i I , 

:DiZ.$\itONt &~LttA· ~ i 
, futor's Namct Sign, ure "(}~ Official Stamp ! 
l<inblocll<11ers)~:.fAl1.E~ tALLf..:fl'r \ -..-u '\. / 
le. Education Division - Official Appro { c~':RAETIOHSCOUNCll. 1 
· R OF DUCATJON, YOO?HAM>aRa.. 
1 
fhe above request for pem1ission to carry out research in State Schools ~-afroved acco.~~ 
to the official ruks and regularions. 1kJA I 

I 
I Ra\mond C;~r.iillcri . . 

! ·-··-.·- . -:.:..::-~::::::-::''"\ (, ' 
~~~--~------- ." 
I ~t Direct.ot..- . ...:"'> 
'(Planning, Policy, Communication & Research) 

I ----------
Date: .)4/ l':J,,/C>J Otlicial Stamp 

I 

1 
i 

I 
I 

__ _J 
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Appendix 9 

Letter to heads of schools 

As, a teacher of European studies, I, Rita Gauci, am interested in the teaching and 

learning of human rights. Thus, as part of my M.Ed Professional project I would 

like to look into teachers and students' understandings of human rights through 

qualitative and quantitative modes of inquiry. I am asking you the possibility of 

granting me permission to conduct my research Teaching and Learning Human 

Rights: Maltese Teachers' and Students' Perspectives at your school. 

This study is based on mixed research methodology. The qualitative part of this 

research would use of conversations with European Studies teachers to encourage 

them to articulate their ideas of human rights and to give them a chance to express 

their views about human rights teaching as part of European Studies syllabus. 

Interviews are intended to focus on their understanding of human rights education, 

their own vision of the notion of human rights and their perception of their 

experience, of teaching human rights. 

The quantitative part of study, attempts to use a questionnaire to draw insights on the 

perspectives of Form 4 European Studies students who experience the learning of 

human rights as part of European Studies optional subject compared to those who do 

not. It intends to ask what different meanings are given to human rights by students 

who encounter human rights as part of their learning experiences to those who do 

not. Attached you will find a provisional questionnaire which will be updated and 

show to you again after I have completed the research's literature review. You will 

also find a copy of the consent forms that will be presented to teachers, students and 

parents. 

I would be grateful if you would allow me the opportunity to conJud this research. 

This study has already been accepted by the Faculty of Education at the University 

of Malta. Permission has already been also been granted by the Education Division 

and is at the final stages of acceptance by University's ethics board committee. 

Yours sincerely 
Rita Gauci 
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